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A Structural Atlas
of the

English Dialects

This atlas grew out of a need for information about the structural realities underlying the

dialectmaterialpresentedin theSurveyof EnglishDialects. In thepublishedmaterialthe
presentation is generally orientated towards displaying the variety of forms which exist

rather than indicating how thoseforms function within a particular soundsystem.
The present study seeksfor the ■rst time to identify the structural patterns which exist

in thesoundsystemsof thedialects of England andseeksto regard variation not assomething

to be ignored or side-steppedbut rather as a central and essential feature of dialect which

must be accounted for in a systematic way. A more practical aim of this study is to iden-

tify someof the more prominent structuralboundariesbetweendialect areas.Discrete
boundaries do not exist: rather there are a number of areasseparatedby bandsof dialects

in which con■icting partial systems exist.
This atlas suggests some topics which may be fruitful ■elds for future investigation.

For example, phonology is essentially concernedwith perceptualdifferences. Are the struc—
tural distinctions which the survey material suggestssupported by the speakers’ own reac—

tions?If it is appropriateto formulatean overall structurefor dialectsof English, is the
historicalstructuralanalysissuggestedhere the most functional?Are the techniquesof
linguisticgeographycapableof beingadaptedto the problemsof languagevariationand
indeedof contemporary structural dialectology? The analysisof the distribution of lingusitic

forms, whether one calls it linguistic geography, area studies or geolinguistics, occupies

the middle ground between theoretical linguistics and human geography in its widest sense,

and functionsas a bridge betweenthe two disciplines.

Peter Anderson studied dialectology with Stanley Ellis MA
and Professor John Widdowson at Leeds and Shef■eld Universities
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1
Introduction

This atlas grew out of a need for information about
the structural realities underlying the dialect material
presented in the Survey of English Dialects.‘ In the
published material (Basic and Incidental) the pre—
sentation is generally orientated towards displaying
the variety of forms which exist rather than indi-
cating how those forms function within a particular
sound system.This style of presentationwas calried
over into the Linguistic Atlas oflEngland2 (and also
the Phonological Atlas of the Northern Counties3
though the format is rather different)" The concept
is broadly that each map portrays a single word and
the responsesare displayed on the map as fully as
spaceallows. Such an approach is often justified by
the nature of dialect evidence which rarely lends
itself or appears to lend itself to systematicallycon—
sistent patterning. A glance at the SED material for
any item at once demonstrates the truth of
Gillieron’s dictum that ‘every word has its own
history’. An obvious drawback to this approach is
that one never obtains an overall View of dialectal
structure, wider trends tending to be overlooked in a
massof detail. Nor can the approach really claim to
have dealt systematically with the problem of vari—
ability, since it hasnot initially defined any structural
framework by reference to which problems of vari~
ation can be studied. The presentstudy seeksfor the
first time to identify the structural patterns which
exist in the sound systemsof the dialectsof the SED
and seeksto regard variation not assomething to be
ignored or side-stepped but rather as a central and
essentialfeature of dialect which must be accounted
for in a systematicway.

The orientation of most dialect surveyshaslargely
been diachronic, the discovery of the relationship
between the current dialectal type and its historical
ancestor. The validity of this approach has rightly
been questioned and as a result linguists sought to
study dialectal material without any reference to its
history and with regard only to its current structural
reality. This treatment was no less extreme than the
approach which preceded it and there is no doubt
that analyses produced by this method do not
account in any way convincingly for the variability
that is usually, though not invariably, present.

A primary aim of this study is to deal with this
variability within a comparative framework. Given
the diversity of the dialects involved, this is no easy
task. The. problems involved in formulating a
methodology are well summarised by Pctyt.5 The
attempts at formulating an ‘overall system’, incor—

porating the essential features of the individual
systemshave given rise to many of the difficulties
encountered, since because the approach was con-
cerned with similarities and differences in phonemic
inventories rather than with the lexical incidence of
particular phOnemes,the resultant correlations often
indicated surface similarities or differences rather
titan more fundamental structural relationships.

On this point Kurath and Lowman comment:

‘The question has been raised whether a “dia-
system” Spanning the systems of a group of
dialects on a purely synchronic basiscan serve as
a meaningful frame of reference in dialectology. I
don’t think so. If the concept of a phonemic
systemas an organisation of interdependent units

—asa setof interrelated habits of articulation and
perception ~ is accepted, an abstract schemeof
units spanning diverse systems is meaningless. To

call it a “diasystem” or an “overall system” does
not endow it with Scientific relevance."‘

Kurath and Lowman demonstrate by reference to
two dialects of English that surface similarities are
irrelevant. Further difficulties arise when many
sound systems have to be compared rather than just

a few. A purely synchronic approachcannot provide
a solution. What is needed is an overall system,pri—
marily defined in terms of phonemic incidence,
which embodiesor is able to generatethe structural
contrasts of the constituent dialect systems. A histor~
ically based analysis does just this by setting up a
basic phonemic system which underlies all forms of
English. In a study of con■icting phonological
systems in the speech of certain Central American
Indians, Fries and Pike remark:

‘It is impossible to give a purely synchronic

description of a complex mixed system, at one
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point in time, which shows the pertinent facts of
that system; direction of change is a pertinent
characteristic of the system and must also be
known if one wishes to have a complete
description of the language as it is structurally
constituted.’7

The synchronic approach to linguistic description
received a major impetus following its application to
the native languagesof North America wherehistor-
ical information was lacking or only available by
extrapolation from modern forms. Where historical
material is available, it seems shortsighted to restrict
analyses to synchronic material only. In fact, the
historical approach is not merely compatible with the
structural approach but essentialif systemsare to be
properly comparedand the nature of structural con~
trasts understood. Both generative/structuralist and
historical linguists have much to learn from each
other’s methodologies.McDavid’s plea for a variety
of approachesis apt:

‘In fact it is doubtful
,. . whether one should work

all the time within any single framework. The
mere fact that there are differences in approach
should lead to cross-fertilisation, to the discovery
of phenomena that might be overlooked if one
stuckto oneframework.’8

A secondaryaim of this study is to suggestthat a
suitable way of analysing dialectal systemsand the
variability in them is by reference not to a single
phonemic systembut to a number of partial systems
often operating in conflict with one another. In an
opening remark to their study of variability, Fries
and Pike state:

"l‘he speechof monolingual natives of some lan—
guages is comprised of more than one phonemic
system; the simultaneously existing systems
operate partly in harmony and partly in conflict.
No rigidly descriptive statementof the factsabout
such a language accounts for all the pertinent.
structural data without leading to apparent con—
tradictions. These are caused by the conflict of
statementsabout the phonemic systemwith state
ments about another system or part of a system
present in the speechof the sameindividual.”

A particular sound systemcan be seenas the inter-
action ol a number of co-existent systems, some of
which are present only in fragmentary form. The
task of the dialectologist is to analyse the material
into these sub-systemsand to seek explanation for
the form which they take. The analyses which
emerge will take fully into account the systemic
variation present in the dialect and enable com-
parisons to be made between the dialect under

examination and other dialects.” It follows from this
type of analysisthat neither phonological distinctions
nor dialect boundaries are clear-cut but rather they
should be measuredby the relative predominance of
different phonological systems.The discretenesssug—
gestedby isoglossesis unreal. At best they represent
only approximations.

Partial phonemic systems may be expected to
arise whenevertwo differing systemscome into con~
tact. This contact may be internal or external to the
systemin its method, and historical, geographicalor
social in type of contact. This givessix types of con~
tact which may give rise to partial phonemicsystems:

(a) Historical internal, ie contact between a
current systemand an earlier historical system,It
re■ects a purely internal change in the dialect,
part of its natural ‘drift’. This is a rare source of
internal con■ict in a dialect systemsincechangeis
largely conditioned by outside pressure, i.e. the
geographical spread of differing forms. Normally
this type of contact will be implicated only when
no other source can be ascertained, i.e. the
development is unique.

(b) Historical external, i.e. the in■uence of a
historical form of a language on a current
vernacular. This is not of great significance for
English but is more important elsewhere, erg.
modern Arabic which has been strongly in■u-
encedby the classicalform of the language.

(0) Geographical internal, Le. a structural
change takes place in a dialect by analogy with
structural featuresof a neighbouring dialect. Cer—
tain mid Buckinghamshiredialectsshowa twofold
development of ME /a:/ in bake etc. to /ea/,
/et/ but develop ME /al/ in day etc. to /8t/.
Two systemsoperate, one of which follows neigh—
bouring systems to the east, merging the two
groups, and one which maintains a distinction.

((1) Geographical external,i.e. direct structural
borrowing from neighbouring linguistic systems.
This arises primarily because of linguistic dif—
fusion with the result that each dialectal sound
system tends to resemble its neighbour. Changes
which derive from this type of contact are typi-
cally phonetic changesbut very often the effects
are structural. For example, the dialectsof Suffolk
are recorded in the l..owman’s survey of the 1930s
as contrasting /o:/ from ME /o:/ in clot/resetc.
with //\ m/ from ME /:)u/ in snow etc; i.e. nose
95knows. [A07] for ME /0:/ spreading from the
Home Counties has tended to replaced /o:/ by a
phonetic process. The result is the phonemic
merger of ME /ou/ and ME /3:/ as //\C0/.“

(6) Social internal, i.e. contact of different
systemsin use by different social classeswithin
the same community. This aspect of structural
in■uence has tended to be ignored until recent



yearsbut obviously assumesgreater importance in
larger communities where there are well~marked
classdifferencesin speech.

(1') Social external, i.e. contact with a socially
more prestigious form of Speech - a standard or
local koine. This has always been an important
sourceof structural changein dialect systems.The
major difficulty is in identifying this type of
contact—inducedchange.Often it. is only possible
by inference. For example, EEP records /L9/ and
/e:/ to representME /e:/ in team,earctc. in the
South of England. SED records / 1.9/with a very
much reducedfrequency, usuallynoting /e:/. it is
possible that EEP did not fully record the
presence of /e:/, but on the other hand, the
mixed distribution of the two types tends to sug-
gest that the /e:/ type had infiltrated into the
rural dialects of the South and has continued to
do so since the mid nineteenth century. Sincethe
type becameobsolete in Standard English in) the
eighteenth century the source of the forms must
be elsewhere.One is inclined to suggestthat some
urban centres (and some regional standardised
accents)of the nineteenthcenturyhad /e:/ for
ME /e:/ and that this is the source of the
innovation.

A more practical aim of this study is toidentify
some of the more prominent structural boundaries
between dialect areas. As has already been noted,
discrete boundaries do not exist. Rather there are a
number of areas separatedby bands of dialects in
which con■ictingpartial systemsexist.

The regions which show systemsdiffering widely
from Standard English are generally those along the
marginsof the country. There is thus a generalcon-
trast between peripheral/ divergent systems and
central/ standardisedones. In nearly all the dialects
evidence can be found of partial phonemic systems
corresponding to the Standard English phonemic
system. This is hardly surprising in View of the
dominant position of StandardEnglish. Nonetheless,
it will be apparent from the maps presented in this
atlas that the relationship between dialect and
standard has not been exclusively one-way. There
appearto be certain structural featuresin the dialects
of theSouthEast(andin StandardEnglish)thatcan
only be attributed to contact with dialectsof the cen-
tral Midlands. The features involved are the
following:

(a) Mergerof ME /a:/ andME /ai/ (salem
sail)(Map44)

(b) Mergerof MB /e:/ andME /a:/ (meet=
meat) (Map 56)

(c) Mergerof ME /3:/ andME /ou/ (nose=
knows)(Map 97)

(d) M13/i:/ in knifeetc. isrepresentedby
/(1t.~0t/
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(e) ME /o:/ in stool etc. is representedby
fronted types /ii:/

Of thesefeatures it is the structural mergerswhich
enteredStandard English, presumably from the dia»
lects of the South East. All of the features, however,

contrast sharply with the dialectsof the surrounding
South and East Anglia where there are usually con—
trasts in (a), (b) and (c) and where (d) is usually
representedby /at/, (e) isusually/u:/, in theSouth
at least.The South East is separatedfrom the central
Midlands, with which it shares these features by a
band of residual southern systemsin Bedfordshire
and Buckinghamshire. This suggests that the
Midland featureshavenot reachedthe South East by
direct diffusion from the central Midlands. The evi~
dence points to a transfer of population from the
central Midlands to the South East suchas is known
to have occurred in the medieval period.‘2 The
nature of the structural similarities also suggest a
continuing contact betweenthe central Midlands and
the South East. Now, it is hardly likely that the
dialects involved would have been rural dialects
lacking in prestige and it is therefore necessaryto
Supposethat in the area of Northamptonshire and
Leicestershire and possibly more extensively, a
socially prestigiouskoine had come into existencein
the early modern period. There are good reasonsfor
this supposition. Central areas are innovative and
dialect features originating there tend to spread to
outlying dialects. Central dialects also tend to have
features in common with the whole dialect con—
tinuum whilst avoiding the extremes of the
peripheral dialects. For this reason they are more
comprehensibleand eachis more likely to be usedas
a lingua franca. Higden’s comments that the dialects
of the Midlands were the best understood of all
English dialects is well known. Finally the region in
which this Midland koine arose was that in which
distinct dialect areas came into contact —~the
southern and the eastern, in the neighbourhood of
Watling Street, long a significant boundary.
Sternberg, writing in 1851 about the dialects of
Northamptonshire, distinguishes three dialects; the
southern, the eastern and a third, central, type of
speech.

‘In the central districts of Northamptonshire
where the two dialects come into contact and the
Anglian speechof Mercia blends with the Saxon
idiom of the West, a third and intermediate
variety is current, partaking in some measureof
the peculiarities of both, which from its utter want
of tone and freedom from dialectal inflexion, has
becomeproverbial amongthe neighbouring coun-
ties for its superior purity and resemblanceto our
presentStandardEnglish.’13

After some comments on the similarity between the
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Authorised Version of the Bible and Northamptow
shire speech, he continues:

‘It is to this Lingua Franca which at the present
day presentsprecisely the same analogy to the
National speech that the Northamptonshire dia~
lects of the seventeenthcentury did to the lan—
guage of the Church historian _. and which is
current in slightly different forms along the whole
line of the March counties — that we must, in all
probability look for the origin of our present
literary language.’

There is thus evidence for a corridor of ‘neutral’
speech, neither eastern nor southern which could
form the basisfor a prestigekoine which in■uenced
the dialects of a substantial area of the South East.
Becauseof the closenessof the sound systemsof the
koine areas and Standard English, the diffusion of
standardisedtypes could take place in the opposite
direction at a later date without much opposition.
Arguably, the central Midlands continue to influence
StandardEnglish,e.g. the substitutionof /a/ for
/ae/, the development of diphthongs with more
open or retracted first elements ([er~ar] for ME
/a:/, [at] for ME /i:/).

Dialect boundaries 1“

Much of the value of linguistic geography as a
discipline stems from its use not merely to display
linguistic patternsbut also to suggestlinks with other
patterns, whether geographical, political or cultural.
In this way it can sometimes support hypotheses
developedin quite different fields just as the findings
of a brooch or a bag of coins may help to illuminate
and clarify problems of linguistic diffusion. Primarily
dialect boundaries are determined by geographical
factors and only secondarily by political or demo-
graphic considerations and often these ultimately
mirror geographical boundaries.

Geographicalfeatures

Rivers — Non—navigable rivers create good
boundaries where they cut across advancing inno—
vations. The rivers Wharf and Ouse mark the
boundary between the northern and the north
Midland dialects and have done so since the
medieval period. On the other hand navigablerivers
flowing along the line of an innovation tend to aid
the spread of the dialect feature. Shropshiredialects
havereverted /r/ and a southern type of front vowel
systemwhich is most likely due to settlement of the
county from the South along the river Severn.

Hills ——Dialect relic areas frequently coincide with
higher ground, such as the Pennines, the Cotswolds

and the Chilterns. in all of theseregions more con»
servativedialectal systemsare maintained. l-‘Iills also
tend to limit the spread of dialectal features and a
good example of this is the chain of limestone hills
from the Cotswolds to south I■icestershire. It coin-
cides with the northern limit of lengthening of ME
/a./ and ME /0/ in grass, off etc. and also the
northern limit of unrounding of ME /u/ in butter,
sun etc. except in the West where southern types
have moved further north along the Severn. On the
other hand, passesthrough chains of hills tend to
channel innovations. For instance the Calder valley
and the Aire valley are the major i'outes across the
south Penninesand it is noticeable that the dialects
of the Upper Calder valley show distinct Lancashire
traits suchas /w 111/home in contrast to west York—
shire /(Dern/, long forms /a:/ and /3:/ in laugh,
troughand the presenceof final post—vocalic/r/.15
Likewise north Midland forms have moved up the
Aire valley. SED records /or/ forms in coal etc.
which haveSpreadfrom further east.

Marshesw Linguistic boundarieswhich seemto bear
little relation to current geographical features often
follow the edgesof earlier marshesor forests. Per-
haps the most important boundary of this type is the
Fens which, until the seventeenthcentury, was an
impassible morasswith a few scattered island com—
munities. The dialectsof theseareascontrast sharply
with Lincolnshire to the north and Norfolk to the
east, the systemsusedbeing of a type very close to
Standard English. Other areas of marsh existed
which must have had the effect of halting linguistic
advances,for examplethe meresof north Shropshire
and the marshlandaround the Ouse in Yorkshire.

Political features

Political borders are very often, perhaps usually, a
re■ection of appropriate geographical boundaries.
As Moore, Meech and Whitehall note:

‘A glanceat a political map of England will show
how often the boundaries of the Midland
Counties were establishedalong the marshybanks
of unnavigable streams situated about one day’s
journey from the county towns, and the some—
times quite disproportionate in■uenceupon dia-
lect limits of unnavigable rivers and smaller
streamsmaybe thus partially explained?”

in this way political boundaries serve to reinforce
geographical boundaries. The northern-most limits
of the Mercian Kingdom of Offa coincide with the
North/ north Midland dialect boundary. The
homogenous dialect area of north and mid Lincoln—
shire coincides with the boundaries of the kingdom
of Lindsey even though this was absorbed into
Mercia by AD 700.17On the other hand political



boundaries without the support of geographical
featuresare much lessstrong. The Scots/English lin-
guistic frontier is determined by the Tweed rather
than the political border. The Speechof Berwick—on—
Tweed, politically in England, is Scots rather than
English in many of its features.The best exampleof
a political boundary without any correlation with
geographical features is Watling Street and the
importance of this boundary as a dialectal
‘watershed’ cannot be understated. It formed the
boundary between Danish and English Mercia and
between Norsewin■uencedSpeechand native West
Saxon speech, allowing the latter to spread north
west but restricting its eastward advance.The dia-
lects to the west of Wading Street are southern dia-
lects although, because the southern features are
recessive, there exists a transitional area covering
muchof southernEngland.” Map (A) showssome
of the significant features.The featuresshownare:

(1.)ME /e:/ > /et~e:/ "
(2) Retentionof ME /or/ asshortvowel+ /r/
(3) Neil-southerndevelopmentof ME /i:/ to

/at~ at./
(4) Non—southerndeveEOpmentof ME /o:/ to

/ii:/
(5) Developmentof ME /o:/ to /0:/
(6) Voicingof initial /f/ to /v/

Patterns of settlement are frequently reflected in
political boundaries (e.g. Sussexis the territory of
the South Saxons). Sometimes political boundaries
cut acrosssettlement areas.Some fourteen features
mark Devon apart from surrounding dialects (see
Map (B). The featuresmappedare:

(1) Raisingof ME /o:/ to /u:/
(2) Mergerof ME /s:/ andME /ai/ when!=

wait
(3) Developmentof ME /ou/ to /a:/
(4) Absenceof /h/
(5) Developmentof ME /u:/ to /oey/
(6) Mergerof ME /o:/, /iu/ and/t=,u/as/v:/
(7) Absence of lengtheningof ME /0/ before

/k,g/
(8) Absenceof mergerof M13/or/ andME

/ar/ farm 95form
(9) Developmentof ME /i:/ to /ae:/ in con-

trastto Southern/at/
(10) Absenceof shorteningin dead,headetc.
(1].) Voicingof initial /(i/ to /(’f/
(12) Voicingof initial /s/ to /z/
(13) Voicingof initial /f/ to /v/
(14) Development of ME /u/ to /I./ in certain

fricative contexts, cg. sun, brother

What is most noticeable about the distribution of
thesefeatures is that none of the isoglossescoincide
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with the political border between Devon and
Cornwall. The linguistic border is well into Cornwall
corresponding probably to the limit of the West
Saxon advance by conquest culminating with the
battle of l—IingstonDown in AD 838.") Other links
betweenpolitical units and dialectal areasare much
more speculative. What are we to make of the
Cotswolds area which shows a number of common
features(seeMap (C))? Theseare:

(1) Developmentof M13/a/ (01367) to /a:/
(2) Developmentof ME /o/ to /a/
(3) Developmentof ME /t::/ to /j(o~j/\/
(4) Developmentof ME /o:/ to /wcn~wn/
(5) Retentionof stress—shiftedformsin dew,few,

i.e. {djam}[fjacn]

The last of these features must date from the Old
English times indicating that this region had dialectal
features that set it apart even their Is it therefore
merely coincidental that the isoglossesmark out an
area which corresponds remarkably well to the ter~
ritory occupied by the tribe of the Hwicce in the
seventh century? (An area later absorbed into the
Kingdom of Wessex, though continuing to be
reflected in the boundaries of the Anglo Saxon
dioceseof Worcester.) Though the features may not
be the same, the dialect boundaries surely continue
more ancient political divisions.

Cultural features

Cultural boundaries are the product of processes
often analogous to those which have produced lin—
guistic boundaries and also they are often related to
geographical, political and demographic patterns.
Research is only just beginning in this field and is
likely to show major links betweencultural and lin~
guistic boundaries.Dr David North demonstratesthe
existence of a series of important linguistic and
cultural boundarieswhich mark off the South Eastof
England as a distinctive area.20Undoubtedly there
are similar cultural/ linguistic boundaries elsewhere.
For instance it has already been noted that north
north Shropshire and adjoining Cheshire are quite
different linguistically, as a result of the coincidence
of a geographical boundary (marshland) and a
demographicboundary (the limit of settlementalong
the Severn from the south). Not surprisingly there
are a number of cultural differenccs. Becauseof the
orientation of SED theseappear to be differencesof
farming practices.The name for the strawyard used
for fattening cattle especially during winter is not
found in most of south Cheshirebut it is common in
Shropshire(SED I. l. 9). The curb-stonein the old
fashioned cow~shedis generally called a heel—treein
south Cheshire but is unnamed in Shropshire (SED
l. 3. 9). in carrying hay or corn, the body of the cart
is extended by a horizontal frame in Cheshire
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(thrippers) but the concept is absent in north
Shropshire (SED I. 10. 6). On the other hand cart~
ladders placed at the front and back of the cart are,
according to the SED evidence, never used in

Cheshirebutarefoundin Shropshire(SEDI. 10.5).
The design of the plough, it seems,also differed
betweenthe two counties. The evencr for equalising
the pull of the horses is invariably a large swingle~
tree regulating the subsidiary swingle~trees in
Cheshire. in Shropshire, on the other hand, says
SED, it is a permanent attachment to the plough
beam end as it seemsto be throughout the border
counties (SED I. i. 4). Thesecorrelations help to set
linguistic differences within the more generalframe-
work of cultural distribution patterns, a field which
merits further attention but which is beyond the
scopeof the presentstudy.

This atlas suggestssome topics which may be
fruitful fields for future investigation. For example,
phonology is essentially concerned with perceptual
differences; it would be interesting (and perhaps
humbling for dialectologists) to discoverwhether the
structural distinctions which the SED material sug—
gestsare supported by the speakers’own reactions.
If it is appropriate to formulate an overall structure
for dialects of English, is the historical structural
analysis suggestedhere the most functional? One
ought to perhaps, at the outset, ask whether such a
structure is necessaryor even desirable. Finally, are
the techniques of linguistic geography capable of
being adapted to the problems of languagevariation
and indeed of contemporary structural dialectology?
This study may not answer or even begin to answer
the first two questions but the reply to the final
question is an unambiguousyes.The analysisof the
distribution of linguistic forms, whether one calls it
linguistic geography, area studies or geolinguistics,
occupiesthe middle ground between theoretical lin—
guisticsand human geographyin its widestsenseand
functions asa bridge betweenthe two disciplines.

Cartographic techniques and the sod

SED

No analysis of the SED material has yet been pre-
pared on the basis suggestedin this introduction.
The maps presentedhere give a broad indication of
its potentialbut closerstudyof the individualdia-
lects would certainly reveal a more complex and
variable picture.

The SED material represented here covers some
106,000 items excerpted from the Basic and Inci-
dental Material over a period of four years and
organised to provide a phonemic analysis of the
sound-system of each locality. Lack of space prer
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vents publication of the structural analysesbut the
essentialfeaturesappear in the atlas.

Analytical and cartographic techniques

Here follows a brief description:of the cartographic
techniqueswhich have been employed in preparing
this atlas.

All atlasesof English dialects published to date
display the re■exesof an individual word rather than
a particular phoneme. In this the map-maker’s
method reflects the historical reaction against the
Neo~Grammarian view of sound change. Perhaps
the more balancedyiew is to seea particular change
as essentiallyregular but liable to de■ection for all
sorts of reasons w social, historical or structural.
This view is taken by Kurath in a study of the dia—
lectal structure of southern England:

‘By choosing three or more words containing the
sameME parent phoneme,one can usually deter—
mine its normal development in the several
regions of present-day England with some
assurance.This is not surprising. Pastexperience
in diachronic linguistics has shown that phono—
logical changetakesplacewith considerableregu~
larity.’”

From an early stageit was decided that the atlas
should be structural in orientation and trulyinter-
pretive of the SED material. The map-making tech-
nique is described below but it will be useful at this
stage to set out the essential characteristics of the
atlasitself.

1. Each map is drawn on the basisof a number of

responseshaving a common ME phoneme. (Fre—
quently all relevant responses in the Basic and Inci—

dental Material.) The mapsare therefore diachronic.
2. Whilst they are diachronic, the maps are also

structural insofar as the intention is to compare
systemwith system, firstly historically and secondly
synchronically. Both comparisons are needed
because synchronic distinctions can often only be
understood in the light of historical differences and
developments.

3. Because structural maps are provided,
phonetic mapscan be usedto show up trends in dia»
lect developments, eg. all ingliding diphthongs can
be mapped for a particular ME phoneme. Not all
important differences are ‘distinctive’. In deciding
what phonetic types are to be mapped it is necessary
to selectjudiciously from the material. in this respect
this atlas is interpretive.

The Linguistic Atlas of England claims to be
interpretive through being ‘isoglossic’. The editors
statein the introduction:

9
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‘ln presenting interpretive maps one sometimes
has to make arbitrary decisions about where to
draw isoglosses. it was Harold Orton’s usual
practice, though not his invariable one, to empha—
size the older forms or those forms which showed
the greatestdeviation from StandardEnglish.’

1 have tried to avoid this sort of presentation but
clearly any interpretive analysis is subjective and
re■ects a particular point of View. None of the
decisions have been arbitrarily or lightly taken and
frequently a single map represents a considerable
number of drafts and reworkings.

A. Descriptive maps
Material wasselectedfor eachMiddle English sound
group, usually at least ten words for eachgroup. ’l"he
relative frequenciesof the phonetic types were then
secred up or down to a baseof 100 and the resultant
percentageswere mapped using symbolsof differing
Sizes.

B. Structural maps
The structural maps could not be prepared until the
analysisof the material on a phonetic basishad been
completed (A above).The method usedwasto corn-
pare the phonetic scores for two ME phonemes
locality by locality, for example:

2 Cu 3 Brigham
[La—veer] [e:~e:°]

ME/a:/ 50% 50%
ME/ai/ m— 100%
Difference +50 ~-50

The ‘differences’ were then converted to a per“
centagemeasureof distinctiveness,in this case50%.
89:59).

MB /a:/ is thus 50% distinct from ME
200

/ai/. Alternatively, in 50% of environments the
contrast between ME /a:/ words and ME /ai/
words is neutralised. This method can be used to
indicate maximally contrasting forms, e.g.:

6 Y 7 Askrigg

_
{to} {be} {so} [ezl

ME/ 1/ 73 27 7 20 = 127
ME/i/ 9 18 18 73 = 118

+64 i9 —.ii ~53 = 137

£7 - 56%distinction
245
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The major contrast is between [La] and [e2]. (Postw
lated contrast /ia/ v /e:/.) [as] and [ea] are of
doubtful status but clearly help to maintain the corn
trast between the two main types. [ea] is associated
with [VA]and [as] with [e:] and they have been
treated as ‘belonging’ to the postulated phonemes
/i.a/ and /e:/. This general principle hasbeen con-
sistently applied throughout the analysiswork.

The type of development known as ‘split and
merger’ is not amenableto preciselythe samesort of
treatment and the word groups have been split on
the basis of the Standard English distribution. The
maps will therefore represent the degree of diver-
gencefrom the Standard English structural contrast
and it is acknowledged that this may potentially
obscuresystemswhere a contrast existsbut which is
not precisely the sameas Standard English. On the
other hand this atlas is not intended to be exhaustive
but merely to showsomeof the structural differences
present in the dialects of the SED. Complete
uniformity in technique is impossible to achieveand
the presentation (but not the underlying analyses)
hasbeen varied in the interestsof comprehensibility.

Conclusion

It is fashionable to criticise the SED for its failure to
gather adequatephonemic material and for ignoring
the majority of English speakers.These maps pre—
sented here suggest that quite adequate structural
conclusions can be drawn from the SED material
even though the SED itself is essentiallyphonetic in
presentation. The phonemic realities are rarely in
doubt and where the position is not clear, the
ambiguity is very often in the phonemic systemitself.
As regards the non-coverage by the SED of sub-
stantial numbers of speakers,the orientation of the
survey was towards the oldest type of dialectal
English spoken. The success.of the project was in
obtaining a genuine cross-section of that type of
English and in completing a national survey with
limited financial support. Let the structuralists pro—
duce their comprehensivesurvey of English speech
before they criticise the SED. The remarkable
feature of the survey is not its inadequacy but its
richness, a comparative body of material to which
linguists of all persuasions can turn to test their
hypotheses.The samecannot be said of all surveys.
At least the bulk of the SED material is published
and has already proved indispensableto the publi-
cations of someof its critics.

The Slil) provides this study with virtually all its
material, but for comparative purposes, material
from Early English Prommcialion (HEP)22part V,
by AJ. Ellis has also been used.A]. Ellis collected
phonological material from a variety of sources
covering the dialects of England, Wales and



Scotland. These sourceswere often informants who
were lifelong residents of the place in which they
lived and the material was recorded phonetically by
trained fieldworkers. His coveragewasunfortunately
patchy and he often had to rely on written infor-
mation from educated informants which he
endeavouredto checkby direct and indirect enquiry.
The result was a study of dialectal phonology which
set new standards of accuracy and began a fresh
approach to dialect study. Ellis’s material lends itself
to a structural approach and maps basedon it have
been provided in this atlas where there has been a
needfor a nineteenthcentury perspective.This is the
first time that his material has beenused in this way
and the resultssuggestthat further structural analysis
would repay the work involved in extracting the
information.

ME sound system

Shortvowels /a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/
Lang vowels /a:/ /e:/ /e:/ /i:/ /o:/ /0:/
/u:/
Diphthongs /iu/ (/eu/) /eu/ (/ou/) /ou/
/au/ /ai/ /oi/ /ui/

The forms /e:/I and /c:/2 are usedto representthe
ME sounds which arose from OE d2,éa and eME
/e/ respectively.Likewisetheforms/o:/ 1and/o:/2
are used to represent the ME sounds which arose
from OE a and eME /0/ respectively.

Notes on the SED basic material

inevitably, certain inconsistenciescome to light on
examining the Basic Material, partly due to the
number of fieldworkers involved in the survey. The
editors admit asmuch in the introduction to Volume
N w The Southern Counties:

“l‘he more closely we studied the field recordings,
the more convinced we becameof the need for
collating them with the tapes.’23

lN'l‘RODUCl'lON

In the phonetic notes the fieldworkers’ records are
comparedwith the tape recordingsmade of selected
informants. LAB chose to follow the printed
responsesbut I have felt no compulsion to do so and
have used the material in the phonetic notes to
supersede the fieldworkers’ notations in certain
instances. (ME /u:/, /i:/, / 01/ in the Southern

CountiesandME /u/ and/a/ in Monmouthshire.)I
have taken the balance of the material at its face
valuealthough l suspectthat it would be illuminating
to compare the Basic Material with the tape record-
ings for other areasalso. It is to be hoped that this
will be done in the not too distant.future. Maps 89
and 96 are somewhatuncertain asfar asparts of the
South are concernedbut I haveassumedthat even if
the fieldworkers misheard the sounds, they misheard
them consistently, their interpretation being
essentially phonemic. If this assumption is wrong,
then the material is of little value phonologically if
not worthless.

NOTES

1. Orton and Dieth, 1962.
2. Orton et al. 1978.
3. Kolb, 1966.
4. The Linguistic Atlas of England is also to a certain

extent interpretive, often idiosyncratieallyso.
5. Petyt, 1980, p. 117 et seq.
6. Kurath and Lowman, 1970, p. 44.
7. Fries and Pike, 1949, pp. 29~50.
8. McDavid, 1979, p. 15.
9. Fries and Pike, op. cit.

10. For a partial systemanalysisseeAnderson, 1977.
11. ’l‘rudgill, 1974, p. 69.
12. Samuels,1969, pp. 408-18.
13. Sternbcrg, 1851, p. xii.
14. A summary of the relationship between linguistic

areasand geographicalfeaturesin relation to ME dialectsis
to be found in Moore, Meech and Whitehall, 1935.

15. Patchett, 1981, p. 35.
16. Moore, Meech and Whitehall, 1935, p. 29.
17. Stenton, 1971, p. 49.
18. Sternberg, 1851, p. xii.
19. Stcnton, 1971, p. 235.
20. North, 1979, p. 8 et seq.
21. Kurath and Lowman, 1970, p. 2.
22. Ellis, 1889.
23. Orton and Dieth, 1961, p. 10.
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Middle English Short Vowels

2.1 ME /a/ (in

ME /a/ is representedby a numberof different
phonemesin Standard English, eachhaving its origin
in conditioned phonetic changeswhich affected the
realisationsof the parent phoneme. Within Standard
English, the major changes in phonetic structure
havecome about asa result of raising, lengthening0r
retraction (see Table 2.1). Similar changeshave
affected the dialects but the structural effects have
not necessarilybeen the same.These developments
will now be considered.

Table 2.1: A broad outline of the descendants of ME
/a/ in Standard English

la/ + /s,f,6,r/ > /a:/
la/ + II! > /o:~o/
/w/ + /a/ > /o/
/w/ + lar/ > /9:/
la/ in other positions > /$/

2.2 Raising of ME /a/

(0) Raising beforea consonant (excluding /s,f, 0,r,1/)
(Map 1)

ME /a/ is raised in East Anglia and the South East
as well as parts of Somerset and the south west
Midlands(Hereford,Worcesterand Gloucester).It
is also raised in west Cornwall and the Isle of Man,
both of which the English languagehas reachedat a
comparatively recent date. In parts of Essex,Kent,
Surrey and Sussex,ME /a/ appears as [s] repre-
sentinga merger with ME /e/ which is known from
the OE period onwards.I

ME /a/ is raisedsporadically in parts of the West
Riding of Yorkshire and also before a following
/k,g/ in north west Derbyshire and parts of south
eastLancashire,partially merging with ME /e/.

(1)) Raising before /f, s,()/ (Map 2)
Raising of ME /a/ was lessgeneral in this position,
being found usually in the same areasas raising in

12

other positions but also in a more extensivearea of
South West England. It is interesting to note that
raising in this position was relatively lessfrequent in
East Anglia than isolative raising but that the
position is reversedin the SouthWest.There, {a}
occursin isolativepositionand{ae:}beforevoiceless
fricatives. Kurath and Lowman remark:

‘It is a curious fact that in the East and in the
West [tie] makesits appearancein mutually exclu—
sivepositions.’2

(c) Raising before /r/ (Not mapped)
Raising before /r/ is relatively uncommon, many
apparent instancesbeing probably due to by—forms
with ME /a:r/. Regular raising occurs in north
Oxfordshire(25 0 1/2), northCambridgeshire(20C
1), westLancashire(5 La 3/4, 6/7, 10,13/14) and
the Isle of Man. It alsooccursin southDurham(3
Du 4/5) where it mergeswith ME /a:r/.3

2.3 Lengthening of ME la/

ME /a/ remained only in closed syllablesfollowing
lengthening in eME in open syllableseverywhere.It
waslater lengthenedin other positions in certain dia~
lects.

(a) Lengthening before /f,s,()/ (Maps 3M4)
Lengthening before voiceless fricatives occurs
throughout southern England, southern central
England and East Anglia. Lengthening also occurs
in south Lancashire (5 La 12) and to a minor extent
in north Derbyshire and contiguous areasand also
on the isle of Man. The Lancashire development
appears to be an independent innovation. (See also
Map 11for a similardevelopmentafterME / 0/ .)
(b) Lengthening before /r/

ME /a/ has been lengthened everywherewith sub~
sequent loss of /r/ in some areas. /r/ is retained
south of a line approximately coinciding with
Wading Street and also in Lancashire, south West-
morland, the northern Dales of Yorkshire and also
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Mll)Dl..lti ENGLlSl‘l SHORT VOWELS

Nortlnnnbcrland, north Durham and north
Cumberland. it is generally realised asa retrol‘lexor
retracted alveolar sound in all areas where it is
retained, with the exception of Northumberland and
north Durham where it is uvular and north Cumber—
land where it is retained asan alveolar or dental tap.

(c) Other lengthening(Not mapped)

Lengthening occurs sporadically before a final con»
sonant in the South West and East Anglia.

2.4 Timing of changes

The following examples would suggestthat raising
took place before lengthening.

Type1 Ashwellthorpe (21 Nf 10)

/a/ (in all > lee]
positions except
before/r/)(4)

> {as}
> [33:](~l-/s,f,(l/)

/a/ + /r/ > [a:]

Type2 SteepleAshton (32 W 5)

/a/ > [a] > [a]
/a/ + /f,s,0/ > {ac} > [am]
/a/ + /r/ > [azr]

Type3 Tiplree(29 Ess9)

/a/ > [a3] > [80/
/a/ + /r/ > {a:]
/a/ + /f,s,()/ > [a:]

This View would appear to be shared by Ed.
Dobson.

‘In the case of ME (i, the normal direction of
change is from its ME pronunciation [a] to
[ac].The retractionwhich is the first stepin the
lengthening processtherefore consistsin holding
the vowel at palatal la] while ME (i in free
position goesto [aejfl

2.5 Retraction of ME /a/ before /r/ (Map 5)

ME /a/ has been retracted in the South East and
Norfolk when it is conditioned by a following /r/
and to some extent /f,s,ll/. This is also the Standard
English development. ME /a/ + /f,s,0/ and ME
fa/ + /r/ are clearly being levelled under one sound
[oz] in East Anglia and the South East. (Compare
Map 5 and Map 2.)

14

2.6 Structural significance of developments (Map
6A)

(a) /r/ retainedpost—vocalically

In areas where /r/ is retained post—vocalically,
length is not distinctive. (SeeMap 6 for areaswhere
/r/ is retainedpostevocalically.)/a/ haslong allo-
phones before /r/ and in some areas voiceless
fricatives.

(b) /r/ [0stpostt~vocali‘calz‘y
ElsewhereME /a/ split into two phonemesafter /r/
ceased to be pronounced postvvocalically. A pair
such as car! m cat, formerly distinguished by the
presenceof /r/ becamedistinguished by what had
been a secondary characteristic, namely length.
Where ME /a/ had been lengthened before /f,s,0/
the long allophones fell together with the new long
phoneme. In RP and the South East the two
phonemesare further distinguished by a secondary
differencein quality.(Retractionto /a:/.)

(0) Older EastA nglian system
There is a further type of system which has
developedin parts of EastAnglia. This takes the fol~
lowing form:

/a/ isolatively > [m] /ae/
/a/ + /f,s,l-)/ > [aez] /ae/ (?)
/a/ + /r/ > [a:~a:] /a:~a:/

If thetreatmentof [am]asa longallophoneof {ac}
is correct, the systemhas much in common with the
north Midland system. It is certainly very marginal
wherever it occurs and it is not surprising that it is
being replaced by the Home Counties systemwhich
is dominant in the surrounding areas. The distri-
liution of the raised long [ae1](see Map 2) shows
clearly that it is a recessivefeature; almost certainly
the separate relic areas were once continuous. The
two.types therefore imply two dialect types, one in
which ME /a/ was raised before /f,s,6/ and one in
which it was not. This seemsto be in accord with
what is known about these sounds in Standard
English. Dobson cites the late seventeenthcentury
work of Christopher Cooper which indicates a pro—
nunciation {80:} in last, past, path and a pro—
nunciation [azr] in barge, carp. Dobson arguesthat
the lengthened sound developed from ME /a/ +
/s,f,0/ was [az] on the grounds that a change from
[aezl to [at] is rather unlikely. Cooper’s system how

ever is the direct antecedentof the recessivesystem
set out above and it can be argued that this system
was later supplanted in Standard English by the
unraisedtype of developmentwhich accountsfor the
current RP type.“ Cooper’s transcriptions may of
course be in■uenced by his origins: possibly
Buntingford, north Hertfordshire. There are how»

ever other testimoniesto the presenceof [zezlin
Standard English in the early eighteenth century.7
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ME /a/ + /f/, /8/, /S/
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ME /a/ + /f/, /0/, /s/
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Key to Map 6A

Structural developmentof ME /a/ in isolative
position, before/f,s,6/ and before/r/.

ME/a/ ME /a/+ ME /a/+/r/
(isolativc) /f,s,9/

A /a~ae/

BA /a/ /a:/

BB /a~ae/ a:~0L:/

BC /ae/ /a:~a:/

Secondarysystems
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2.7ME/0/ (a)

The development of ME /0/ may be usefully com—
pared with ME /a/ in that there are similarities in
the processeswhich haveaffected the two sounds. it
is also useful to consider the development of ME
/au/ which is partially mergedwith ME /0/ in many
parts of England. Standard English shows a typical
‘split and merger’ pattern, the lengthened allophones
of ME /0/ falling in with ME /au/. Only the major
developmentsof ME /0/ are consideredhere.

Table 2.2: A broad outline of the descendants of ME
/0/ in Standard English

/o/ > /u/
/o/ ‘i Ir! > /o;/
/o/ + /f,s,0/ > /n~o:/
lau/ > /:>:/

2.8 Lowering of ME /0/

ME /0/ hasgenerallybeenlowered in the dialectsto
a low back position [to~0i}.8

2.9 Unrounding of ME /0/ (Map 7)

The degreeof rounding retained varies from area to
area. In three areas, Norfolk, south Northampton-
shircand north Buckinghamshire,and the south west
Midlands including the Cotswolds,ME / 0/ hasbeen
completely unroundedto {a}, and over muchof south
western England rounding is rather weaker than in
Standard English.

2.10 Fronting of ME /0/

ME /o/ has been fronted sporadically in many dia—
lects of southern and western England, a change
which has found its way into Standard English on
Occasion(cg. the alternation in strap — strap). The
effect of this fronting is to merge ME /0/ in part
with ME /a/ with subsequent sharing of the
developmentsof ME /a/. The development appears
to be of fairly long standing.” Also, such forms as
[ant] at 40 Sx6 (OFFSED lX.2.13) tend to support
this View. ME /or/ appears to have been very fre-
quently fronted in central southern England so that
such pairs as form and farm are homophones. The
relic forms in Norfolk and Sussexsuggesta wider
distribution in the past (Map 15). A second trend
towards fronting can be distinguished. ME /o/ fre-
quently appearsas [p] in the fieid recordings of the
Southern Counties. A completely separate fronting
has taken place in Northumberland giving a half-

lvlli)l)l..l.:'. ENGLISH SHORT VOWIHLS

open rounded front vowel, usualiy tong impure]

(Map8).

2.11 Lengthening of ME fo/

((1) Lengthening before /f,s,0/ (Maps 9~1.())

Lengthening occurs in approximately the sameareas
as lengthening of ME /a/ in the sameposition, but
the South Pennineenclaveis rather larger, extending
into Yorkshire. A long sound is heard in Northam—
berland but this is a changeaffecting ME /0/ in all
positions except before /r/. It is clear from Map 12
that the lengthened forms are tosome extent being
replaced in all areas with the exception of East
Angiia and the South‘West.

(b) Lengthening before /k,g/ (Map 11)

Lengthening occurs before /k/ and /g/ in East
Anglia, Somerset, Dorset and the West Midlands.
This distribution seems to suggest that the lengtheir
ing in this position never reached the extreme South
West and also that the lengthened forms are being
supplantedby shortened forms from the central and
eastMidlands.

(6) Lengthening before /r/ (Not mapped)

Lengtheningoccurs before /r/ in most dialects with
subsequent loss of /r/ in the Midlands and East
Anglia. (See Map 12.) A short vowel is retained in
north Cumberland and partially in north and east
Yorkshire.

(d) Lengthening beforeotherfinal consonants
ME /0/ is sporadically lengthenedbefore other final
consonantsin the South West and occasionallyelse—
where.

2.12 M13 /au/ (an)

The development of ME /au/ to some extent
parallels ME /o/. Over most of England /au/
becomes[3:], a long back sound varying in quality
from area to area. Over most of southern England
south of the Thames and in west Engtand, ME /au/
is a more open sound than in Standard English and
frequently only weakly rounded (Map 13). The most
extreme development of this type is found in the
Cotswoids where {on}, a low back unrounded VOWel
occurs. In distinction, the east Midlands and South
East including parts of Kent, East Anglia and the
central Midlands show a much closer fully rounded
sound [9:]. The ME diphthong is lost over the whole
of England with the exception of a small area of
north Staffordshire which shows/ooo/ representinga
amergerwith ME / 311/.“

2].
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/—--. s-.._ ,v.‘a -

ME /0/ (Isolative)

[0t~oc:]

0 55-70
0 40—54

0 25—39
0 10—24

2.13 [fronting of ME /nu/ (Map {4)

M13/au/ is not always retained asa back sound but
is fairly frequently fronted to /a:/ in north Lan-
cashire, the northern Dales of Yorkshire, Northnnn
berland and Durham. A further area of fronting in

final position occurs in Oxfordshire and Wiitshire.

2.14 Effects of lengthening and urn-minding on
ME /0/ and ME /an/

The phonetic effects of lengthening and unrounding
differ from area to area. in the south west Midlands

both ME. /o/ and ME /au/ have uni-minded
descendants,for example:

ME /0/ > [(1]
ME /o/ + /f,s,0/ > [(12]

ME /au/ > [oz]

22

In Norfolk and East Anglia, on the other hand,
unrounding is restrictedto ME /0/ in unconditioned
position, for example:

M13 /0/ > [0t]

ME /0/ + /f,s,(i/ > [0:]
ME /au/ > [92}

2.15 Structural significance of the developments
of ME /0/ and ME lan/ (Map 15A)

Becauseof the overlapping developmentsME /au/
and ME / 0/

, the structural position is rather com—
plex. However, a basic distinction can be drawn
betweenthose dialects in which /r/ is retained post—
vocalically and those in which it is lost.

(a) Dialects in which /r/ is lost post~vocalically

These dialects show a wide variety of systems based
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ME /o/ (Isolative)

{(1:~oe:}

C 70—84
. 55*69

O 40*54

0 25—39

on two phonemescontrasted by length. The way in

which these phonemes are distributed varies con—
siderably (see Map 15A). A three—waycontrast

appearsin south Durham (/o/~/3:/~/a:/). The
developments suppose the evolution of long allo—

phones in certain positions varying from area to

area.The difference becamephonemic with the loss

of /r/ in post-vocalic position, long allophones

mergingwith there■exof ME /au/
.

(b) Dialectsin which /r/ is retained post-vocalically

'l‘wo areasmaybe distinguished- the North and the

South(seeMap 12).

(i) Northern area ME / 0/ is represented by /n/

in all positions contrasting with /3:~a:/ from ME
/au/, with some neutralisation of the opposition
before /r/ in most of the areaand before /f,s,tl/ in
south Lancashire.

(ii) Southern area There is a strong tendency to

mergeME / 0/ and ME /au/ in a singlephonemeof
variable length. ME /0/ may have all0phones
[o:~<1:} ocurring before /f,s,(:l,lt,g,r/ and sporad—
ically before other consonants, and allophones
[Ibo] in other positions. ME /au/ has allophones
|o2~(r:]. Since ME /0/ never occurs finally, poten—
tial contrasts will only arise in medial or initial
position but will often be neutralised in this position
(before /f,s,tl/ regularly, before /g,k/ frequently
and before other consonants intr—zrmittently).12ln
positions where contrast is possible, certain dialects

have intrusive /r/, e.g. Shropshire [tia’zta’], in which
/3:/ is reinterpreted as /or/.

2.16 ME /u/ (in)

ME /u/ was lowered in Standard English but

remainedin certain positions,mainly labial. (The
development is not uniform ——compare put /pcut/

and putt /p/\t/.) On the whole such differences

remained allophonic until ME /o:/ was shortened

and distinctions such as buck ——book were reintere

preted as /b/\k/ M-/bcok/.

2.17 Lowering and unrounding of ME lu/

ME /u/ hasbeen lowered and unrounded over most

of southern England and East Anglia and also in the

Welsh border counties from Shropshire southwards

(Map 17).Unroundingis alsocharacteristicof north
Northumberland which follows the development of

the neighbouring Scots dialects in this respect.
Rounded vowels are generally retained in the neigh-

bourhood of labialsbut not alwaysin the samewords

as.StandardEnglish.
Unroundingto [8] withoutloweringiscommonin

Norfolk and to a minor extent in eastNorthumben

land. Elsewhere,ME /u/ remainsasa rounded close

vowel in all positions (Map 16).
ME /u/ retained in proximity to labials in

southernEnglandtends to remainas [to] but has
been fronted to [Y] in Devonshire and adjoining

parts of Cornwall and Somerset.
The unrounded vowel found on the Welsh border

is to someextentseparatedfrom themain {A} area.
The distribution suggests either independent

development or else the reintroduction of rounded

forms from the central Midlands into the intervening

area. Ellis records {A} relatively frequently from

north Gloucester but remarks that this is a ‘mixed

area’,ie that [(0] and [Al occurin freevariation.13
In the 8130 records,there is not much traceof this in
Gloucestershire although ()xfordshire is more
mixed.
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ME /0/

Lengtheningbefore /k/, /g/ in boggy,
cock, dock, dog,fog, fox, frog, hog.
. 7—«8words

(3’. . 5—6words

5 C 3—4words

’ J 0 O 1~2words
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ME /au/

{0“}
in daughter, haw, law, saw, straw, thaw
o 6 words ’ 3 words
0 5 words 0 2 words

0 4 words ° 1word

O[q:} (as shown in phonetic notes for locality)
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in daughter, haw, law, saw, straw, thaw.

. 6 words
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. 4 words

0 3 words

0 2 words
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2.18 Structural significance of the developments
of ME /u/

To understand the structural position of ME /u/,

the shortening of ME /o:/ must be considered. The

position here is rather complex as the shortening has
been gradual, that is different phonetic environments

havebeen affected at different times and in varying
geographical areas. Maps 18, 62, 63, 64 show the

different developments.The earliest shortening (in

for example mother, brother, month) appears to
have taken place everywhere. A later shortening in
words like foot, soot extended as far north as the

Humber(Map 63). ME /o:k/ hasbeenshortened
(in cook, look, book) but not in the north Midlands

or the North (Map 62). The trend towards shorten-

inghasaffecteda furtherill—definedgroupsof words
such as broom, goose, roof (Map 18). This change
has reached only the south Midlands, East Anglia
and the west Midlands and has not been adopted in
Standard English. Map 64 summarisesthe different
shortenings.

ME /o:/ hasbeen most shortened in East Anglia
and the south Midlands and in the former area the
/G)/ phoneme is all the more frequent becauseit is
also often the re■exof ME /o:/. The shortening of
the long vowel is in part related to the lowering of
ME /u/ which left a gap which the newly shortened
forms could fill. None the less,the two processesdo

not completely overlap. in the South West, ME /u/
> / /\/ but shortening of ME /o:/ is relatively
limited. There are areasof the south west Midlands

in which ME /u/ remainsas /(D/ whilst ME /o:/
has been shortened just as much as in the more
southerly dialects. Whilst this may indicate the rein-
troduction of {to} forms to thesedialects, it may also
do no more than demonstrate that pressuresother
than the most obvious are affecting thesedialects.

In general, the later shortening processestook
place after the lowering of ME /u/, but / A/ forms
which occur in roof, soot etc. in Norfolk, Redford-

shire, l-lertfordshire and Shropshire indicate that in

someareas,shortening occurred before lowering.
Map 19,basedon ME /u/ Wordsshowsthe areas

in which a contrast between /cn/ and / A/ may be
presumedto exist.The boundary is reasonablysharp
in the West and in the Fensbut the isoglossesare far

more spread in the south Midlands. The emergence
of two separatephonemes is clearly in progress in
parts of Buckinghamshireand Cambridgeshire,(eg.
20C l where{(p]correspondsto RP/ /\/ and[to] to
RP /o/ < ME /u/). Whethersuchsmalldistinc~
tions are phonemic is doubtful.

Although Northern England does not have the
/G)/~/ A/ contrast, a distinction can still be made in

consequenceof the failure of shortening of ME /0:/
in these dialects, for example:

MIDDLE ENGLISH SHORT VOWBLS

/lu:k/ ~ /l(ni(/ look ~ luck
/10)k/~/l/\k/ ~———” ——

Northern
Southern

It is only in those Northern and Midland dialects
in which shorteningof /o:/ hastaken place together
with retention of ME /u/ that the contrast between
the two groups is lost in a merged form /1(Dl</

.

2.19 ME /ir/, /ur/ (ir, ur)

Map 20 displaysthe areasin which /r/ is retained in

a rangeof words having ME /ir/ or /ur/ and repre~
sented by /e:/ in Standard English. If this map is
compared with Map 6 and Map 12 (ME /ar/ and

ME /or/), it is quite clear that /r/ has survived
more widely after /9:/. The corridor of /r/ usage
which runs from the Wash to the South West is
notable, as is the absence of /r/ in the north east

Midlands. Possibly this points to a connection
betweenthis areaand the South East.

The developmentswhich have taken place in the
dialects have been very varied and are further com-
plicated by having different etymons in different

areas. The dialects of Northumherland and north
Durham have merged ME /ur/ and /ir/ with MB
/or/. The dialects of the South of England have
tended to develop / 92~9':/ in the areaswhere /r/ is
retained. Developments elsewhere are very mixed
but there was apparently a tendency to develop ME
/ur/ in this group and to subsequently shorten it.
This was in part a positional development (in
Cheshire in the combinations /urs/, /urtl/) and in
part general (east Yorks, Lincolnshire /o/, south

Suffolk, north Essex/ /\ /).

NOTES

Wright, 1925, para. 54, note 1.
Kurath and Lowman, 1970,p. 19.
Orton 1933,p. 14 and para. 47.
Dobson, 3968, para. 54.

..
Excluding /w/ and /l/ environments not consid-

ered here.
6. Dobson, 1968, paras. 42, 50, 54, note 3.

7. Dobson, 1968,para. 54, note 3,
8. The fieldworkers record {3] and [h]. The former is

frequently a feature of the transcriptional style of some of
the fieldworkers. In fact someof the recording books direct
that [a] shouldbereadas{n}.

9. Dobson, 1968, para 87.
10. ME /au/ is not consideredin so far as it appearsin

gum, branch etc. The developmentsare rather complex
but in East Anglia, southern England and the South East,
developments very similar to ME /a/ in grass, chaff are
found. Possibly /nt, ntj/ formed another lengthening

group which affected native and French words alike. See
8151)IV.8.12 ANT (< OE remote). Lengthencd forms

occur as far north as south Dcrbyshire and these may in
part derive from unroundcd /b:/ < /au/. Dobson 1968

w
sw

w
w
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Key to Maps 15A and 1513
ME /0/ /o/ + /f,s,8/ /o/ + /r/ /au/

A] /o/ /o/ /o:/ /o:/
A2 /0/ /D/ /D/ /3:/

A3 /o/ /0/ /0/ /a:/
A4 /0/

,
/D/ /0:/ /a:./

A5 /o~a/ /o:/ /o:/ /o:/
A6 /D/ /o:/ /D/ /o:/

B /o ~a~oz~a:/
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. 5-6 words

. 3

0 1—2words

——4words

. 7—8words

goose,hoof, noon, roof, room, root,

/0:/ shortened in boot, broom,4MP.w
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favours unrounding of a long back vowel to /a:/ to
account for presentday long vowels. in part this is based
on the analogousearlier ME unrounding (/a:/ < /au/ in
safe etc.) and in part on the evidence of Cooper among
other writers (para. 238 and vol. I, p. 286). Dobson admits
that Cooper’sevidencemay also indicate [acz],but he
chooses[a:] as it appearsto fit his theory of the develop~
ment of ME /a/ + /f,s,0/ better (seeabovepara. 2.6 (13)).
I would prefer to interpret Cooper and for that matter
Lodwick as showing a pronunciation {am} which would
accord with the probable isolativc development of ME /a/

to {ac}. Late ME /au/ < ME /al/ in half; calf poses
further problems. Dobson is willing to accept a change
from /au/ to /a/ in laugh but not in half; calf on the
grounds of the scarcity of reported contemporary pro»
nunciations with a short vowel (Dobson, 1968, para. 28,

note 3). Wyld 1927, p. 192 suggeststhat the origin of the
present [a:~a:] forms is ME /a/:

‘Again as regardsthe suggestedhistory of present day
[Raf], it is not proved that diphthongisationbefore I was
universal.What if there were ME dialectsin which I was
lost quite early beforef? This might result in imfcaf?’

Dobson also relies on the presence of [(1:~a:l in
Northern dialects to discount the likelihood of lengthening
of short /a/ before /f/. The dialectal situation is clearly set
out in Orton et (11., 1978 (Maps P119 CALF and Pth
HALF). [3:] is common in northern England and is the
direct descendantof ME /au/. A further group of pro-

MlDDLIE ENGLISH SHORT VOWIEIiS

nunciations [zat~e:~i:} show early monophthongisation to
MIES/a:/ in the caseof half The third type of pronunci»
ation is the [a:~ xc~zezltype. In parts of the far north of
England these represent the local development of ME‘
/au/ in all positions. In the south however, they show a
similar patterning to ME /a/ before /t,s,6/. The northern
boundary of [a:] forms is further north than for ME /a/ +
/f,s,0/ but probably this is due to dialect spread(i.e. forms
regularly developed from ME /a/ + /f,s,(i/ have been

borrowedin dialectswhichalreadyhad [a:] < ME /ar/.
Its spread is helped by the fact that the alternative-forms
are more obviously dialectal than the short vowel type in
grassetc). The HALF map shows a number of areas in
which a short vowel is retained, including Sussex.This may
be related to the context of the response(‘Imlfprtsr seven’)
where the stressis reduced. In my own speech I have a
short vowel in this position although I normally usea vowel
of the RP type. Quite clearly, there may havearisena short
vowel firstly as a prosodic variant which was later
lengthenedand substitutedfor the alternative stressedpro-
nunciatiorrs.

1.1. It maybe coincidental that this mergeroccurs in the
area most favoured as the location in which Sir Gawain
and the GreenKnight waswritten (sec McIntosh, 1963, p.
5). The text is characterisedby frequent merger of ME
/ou/ and M13/au/.

12. Contrasts are reported for the dialect of Naunton
(Gloucesterhire)./a:k/~/crl</ hawk~hock(Barth, 1968,
para. 47, p. 11).

13. Ellis, 1889,p. 111.
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3

Middle English Long Vowels

3.1 ME /i:/ (i)

The present dialectal forms show that ME /i:/ has
become a diphthong in all dialects, and that this
diphthong has subsequently become a long mono-
phthong in someareas.Maps 21~28 are arrangedin
pairs representing types of development before
voiced and unvoiced consonants. This positional
variation has been reported outside Great Britain
(USA and Canada).1Orton 1933reportsthis vari~
ationfrom ByersGreen(Durham)but it alsooccurs
elsewhere.The clearestexamplesare asfollows:

Area VoicelessVoiced
Northumberland, north

Durhamandnorth [er] [er~ar]
Cumberland

SouthDurham [a1] [a1]2
eastYorks [e1] [a1~a:]
mid Lines,north Notts [ax] [a1]
Huntingdonshire {Av} [at]

A different type of positional development is seen
in Cheshire where ME /wi:/ becomes/wz-;1/whilst
ME /i:/ in other positions generally becomes/0t1/.
In this case,there is an actual split of the phoneme
and merger with another phoneme.3

in some parts of England, ME /i:/ hasmoved no
further than[ai~ A1](Maps25m26).Pronunciations
of this type are concentrated in the south west
Midlands and South West with the notable exception
of west Somerset, Devon and Cornwall. There are
further enclaves along the South coast and in
Norfolk and coastal Suffolk. These forms are clearly
recessive.It would appear that ME /i:/ tended to
develop a central onset in southern England in order
to avoid ME /ai/ which has generally remained in
the south. In the north however, ME /ai/ was
reduced to a monophthong at an early date and the
evolution of ME /i:/ has been via fronted onsets.
Thus, [81] appears in Northumberland and north
Cumberland(sometimescentralised [51]) and in east
Yorkshire. It is also found to a small extent in the
west Midlands and in parts of Wiltshire, Somerset
and Hampshire where it may be a further develop-

4O

mentof {91](Maps27—28).Thedevelopmentwould
appear to be recessive.

Maps 23—24showthe contrastingdevelopment in
which ME /i:/ becomesan upgliding diphthong with
a retracted first element. This type would appear to
be spreadingin the Midlands and southern England.
Curiously, this pronunciation appears in south
Devon and north Cornwall, an area which shows
other innovative featuresin common with more cen-
tral parts of England.

The type of development which occurs in
Standard English (to [a1]) is surprisingly rare in
southern England (Maps 21—23).Its presencein a
small area of the South East may perhaps be
attributed to Standard English in■uence.In Devon,
it occursalongside{ae:~a:].It is clearlya relic form
as far north asa line from Cheshire to the Wash. In
the North of England, on the other hand, it is the
commonest development and in some respects an
innovative form which is tending to displace older
[at]. It isalsoworthnotingthatsinceSEDit hasalso
tendedto supplant{ou~oc:]in Sheffield(Yorks)and
Cheshire. In both casesthe changeseemsto be due
to pressure from the regional koine backed by the
underlying Standard English usage.4

Monophthongai variants occur in severalareas.In
parts of north Yorkshire and positionally in east
Yorkshire [21:]occurs.[on] is found in the Pennine
area of Yorkshire and sporadically throughout the
central Midlands. As already mentioned, [a:~ae:]
occurs in Devonshire. There is a moderately strong
trend in many of the Midland dialects to reduce the
secondelement of the diphthong or to lengthen the
first element.

3.2 Structural positions of ME /i:/

ME /i:/ always remains distinct from ME /a:/ and
ME /ai/. The following are examplesof the typesof
contrastsprevailing:

LocaIity ME /a:/ ME /i:/ ME /ai/
I Nb 7 /1a/ /er~a1/ /e:/
5 La 12 /e:/ /a:~ai/ /e:/



21Nf3 /i::i~t-::/ //\i/ /a‘:1/
26 Bk 1 /e~e/ /31/ /iii/

31 So 8 /e:/ /aei/ /e:/
35 K 7 /81/ /91/ /t:1/

37 D 4 /e:/ /zei~ae:/ /e1/
39 Ha S /e:/ /ou/ /ai/

3.3 ME I'u:/ (it)

The developments of MB /u:/ and ME /i:/ are
broadly analogouswith the difference that ME /u:/
is retained in the North of England and in parts of
the South West. In part this maybe attributed to the
absence of pressure from ME /o:/ which had
becomea centralised(fronted?) soundin northern
Middle English.The correspondenceis not complete
however.ME /o:/ and ME /u:/ are mergedas /u:/
in north Lincolnshire and there is a tendency to~
wards the same merger in east Yorkshire. In the
South West, the distinction is fairly tenuous ~—/u:/
contrasting with /(nu/ in south Gioucestershire.5
Likewise, there are areas of the Yorkshire Dales and

north Lancashire where ME /u:/ has become a
diphthong although ME /0:/ wasfronted during the
ME period. It is hard to account for this intrusion
into an area which is generally highly conservative
and one can only assumethat the changehas been
introduced from the Lancashiresideor possibly from
more southerly parts of the West Riding. Map 29
showsthe distribution of forms of the [11:~ 9u~ Au}
type. These are clearly recessive,being found in the
North, the South West and parts of north east

Norfolk.6
In contrast, Map 30 shows the extent/of the com-

monestreflex of ME /u:/ m the {eméaem~av] type.
In part, this is probably a further development of
[2163]but also it is beingsubstitutedfor [are] via a
transitional type {so} in some areas of the South.
The development is found asfar north asShropshire
and south Lincolnshire and it is also found in the far
South West with the exception of part of Devon-
shire. A further aréa is found in east Cheshire, north

west Derbyshire and Heptonstall (West Yorkshire)
where it appearsto be a relic form. On either sideof:
the I’ennines, {ecu}has given way to ingliding diph—
thongs and long monophthongs of the [ca ~r—::}
type. In this case, the peripheral dialects represent
the innovative points whilst the central area is the
most conservative. Alternatively, the outer dialects

can be seenas innovative centres in their own right
and the central core as being marginal to those
centres.The present day advanced development of
ME /u:/ is not surprising in view of Gil’s comments
on the seventeenth century pronunciation of ME

/i:/ andME /u:/ in Lincolnshire.7

Mll)l')l..|f. ENGLISH LONG \’()\Vl£l.S

The Standard English development (to
{2i(D~0t<D])is relatively uncommon in the dialects
(Map 31). It is found bordering on the [u:} area in
northern England (north west Lancashire, the York-
shire Dales and mid l..incolnshire).8 There is a
further zone in west Cheshire and west Shropshire.
The distribution appearsto be recessivebut the evi—
dence from the central West Midlands tends to
suggestthat this is not entirely true. It is rather sur~
prising that Standard English has selectedthis type.
Probably it indicates the conservative nature of the
standard languageand its relative isolation from the
sound systems of neighbouring dialects. The
standard type is tending to become more retracted
whilst the dialect type is becoming more fronted.

3.4 Monophthongal forms (Maps 34—35)

ME /u:/ has become a long monophthong of the
[a:] type in west Yorkshire and west Lancashireand
also to a lesserextent in Leicestershireand adjoining
parts of south Staffordshire. It is also a feature of
popular London speech. [5:] occurs in south
Lanca’shireand south Derbyshire and in the latter
area; it is associated with an advanced [8CD]pro~
nunciation for ME /o:/. A series of diphthongs
appearsin the Pennine areasof west Yorkshire and
east Lancashire. (it-:9 ~8a~ae ~aea]). All these
raised types seem to derive from earlier [em~a3(0}
whichstill occursin thedialectsof Heptonstall(6 Y
21.),Charlesworth(8 Db i) and Burbage(8 Db 3).
The tendency to develop monophthongs in the
dialects of west Yorkshire and south Lancashire to
represent ME /i:/ and ME /u:/ is perhaps related
to the large number of rising diphthongs which have
arisen in thesedialects.”

3.5 Other developments

[at] ocurs in Cheshire and north Staffordshire
though it is under pressurefrom {z:m~ae(n]in the
South and East of the county (Map 33). Probably
this rather unlikely development has arisen from
earlier [am] which is retained allophonically in cer»
tain positions (before /l/, /r/ and /k/). The con—
trast with ME /i:/ is maintained as/ai/ m /oti/."’ A
similar type of development hastaken placein North
Buckinghamshire(to [at])

A round fronted [v} is quite frequent as the
secondelement of the diphthong in the South West.
Devonshire and west Somerset show [mu~o:v], a
further instance of a more general fronting of back
vowels in thesedialects. (cf. ME /u/ > {v} and ME
/0:/ > [v:}).

Silt. 41
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ME /i:/ + voiceless consonant
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ME /i:/ + voiced consonant

0 85—100‘Usually’
O 70—84
O 55— 69

O 40—-54 ‘Frequently’

. 25-" 39

o 10- 24 ‘Occasionally’
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ME /i:/ + voiced consonant
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ME /i:/ + voiceless consonant
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M 3,/i:/ + voiced consonant

[ai~Ai~é’3i~/\Y]
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ME /i:/ + voicelessconsonant

[ai~a:i~aa:]
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ME /i:/ + voiced consonant
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ME /u:/
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[ocu~ceY]

Q ‘Mainly’

‘Occasionally’

ME /11:/

{an
. 85—100,
. 70—84
. 55—69

o 40—54
o 25—39

10— 24

3.6 Structurai position of ME /u:/

ME /u:/ generally retains its separate phonemic
identity but is merged with ME /0:/ in north
Lincolnshire. A merger with ME /ar/ is found in
southYorkshireand thedevelopmentof [5:] etc. in
west Yorkshire and Derbyshire entails merger with
ME /a:r/.

3.7 ME /a:/ (:2)

ME /a:/ was the lowest of the long front vowels,
derived from ME /a/ lengthened in open syllables.
In the dialects it has generally been raised but the
exact developments and mergers are complex. It is
cenvenient to distinguish the following types of
development (page 56).
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(a) Rising diphthongs
(b) Ingliding diphthongs
(c) Long monophthongs
(d) Upgliding diphthongs

The developmentsare those applying to ME /a:/
in medial position unlessotherwisestated.

3.8 Rising diphthongs

Rising diphthongs of the type [ia~ea~ie} occur in
Cumberland, Westmorland, north Lancashire, the
western Dales of Yorkshire and also in the south»
eastparts of Durhamand Northumberland(Maps
36-37). In initial position, [ja] forms are found over
a much wider area (seeMap 82). The developments
suggest that ME /a:/ developed a stressedonset
over a wide areain initial position and that in a more
restricted areathis also happenedin medial position.
In the modern dialects the second element fre—
quently bearsas much stressas the first element. In
the Tyneside dialects, the stress has shifted com—
pletely to the second element [je]. The selection of
the stressedonset type was most likely dependent
initially upon a range of suprasegmental features
(‘stress, rhythm, tempo and quantity’).“ In the
northern dialects ME /a:/ was affected and in the
west Midlands it is ME /e:/ which shows similar
developments indicating that similar processeswere
influencinga wholerangeof dialects.12

The current distribution of rising diphthongs indi—
catesthat they are recessiveand under pressurefrom
the centring diphthongs. A comparisonof the dialect
of Muker as recorded by Ellis and the SED records
indicates that whilst rising diphthongs were nearly
always recorded by Ellis, by the time of SED only
33% of reSponsestook this form. It remains to add
that on a recent visit to the samevillage (1976) I was
able to record only occasional instances of rising
diphthongs.13

3.9 Centring diphthongs

By contrast with the rising diphthongs, centring
diphthongs are a relatively common type of develop-
ment (Maps 36—37). Ellis records [19~ea] widely
from large areas of the south Midlands and the
South West and even from the South East. He
remarksthat fee] is commonerin rural districts.”
SED records centring diphthongs from three areas
(Map 37). [19} is recorded most frequently in
Somerset, in the south west of Wiltshire and to a
minor extent in Oxfordshire. It is also usual in north
Yorkshire, Northumberlandand Durham (except
the south east of these two counties). In
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Northamptonshire, Buckinghamshire and south
Bedfordshire,{as} is usualas also in Lincolnshire
except the extremesouth. Relic areasin East Anglia
and the South East indicate former distributions.
Yorkshire presentsan intresting picture (Map 37A).
Over most of east and north Yorkshire, the older
development is [19] but clearly it is being supplanted
by [so] which arisespossiblyfrom in■uencesspread"
ing from Lincolnshire but also because of an
equation of local cognates (since ME /ai/ >
[as] ).15The greatestnumber of [89} forms appears
to occur at the known junction of the North and
north Midland dialect groupsand it may be that [so]
has arisen as a compromise type adopting the north
Midland systembut using a realisation more typical
of eastYorkshire. Alternatively it may suggestnoth~
ing more than that these forms were diffused from
the urban centresof westYorkshire at an earlier date
but have since become obsolete in most of west
Yorkshire.It iscuriousto notethatEllis records[so]
as being typical of Leeds and dialects to the west of
Leeds.16SED reveals that this form is recessivein
west Yorkshire being found only at Heptonstall in
the seclusionof the Pennines. ’

Ingliding diphthongs will typically arise from
lengthened or drawled vowels especially in less
heavily stressed contexts. in a sense this type of
development is the opposite of the processyielding
rising diphthongs but clearly both mechanismshave
beenat work in northYorkshirewhere[ja] hasbeen
generalisedin ME /a:/ initial position and {io~s ]
elsewhere.17

3.10 Long monophthongs (Maps 38—39)

Long monophthongs of the [c:~e:~e:] type with or
without off—glidesare frequent in the north Midland
dialects, the Welsh Border counties and central
southern and south west England. A comparison
with the position in EEI’ showsthat the type is today
recessivetending to besupplanted from the Eastand
South by upgliding diphthongs. Yet it would appear
that in parts of southern England (Wiltshire,
Gloucestei’shireand Oxfordshire),[e2]hasbecome
more frequent displacing older ingliding diphthongs.
In the northern dialects in which ingliding or rising
diphthongs are usual, long monophthongs are not
infrequent by analogy with ME /ai/, the link being
made through a common Standard English cognate
form. The long forms in north Northumberland are
probably to be linked to Scotsdevelopmentsacross
the border. Mostly the quality of the long vowel is
between half-Open and half-close but in parts of
Cheshire, Derbyshire and Staffordshire the sound is
muchcloser,sometimesreachingcardinal{lz}(Map
40).



3.11 Upgliding diphthongs

Maps 41 and 42 display the distribution of upgliding
diphthongs. These range from long monophthongs
plus off-glide to forms of the [aei~a1} type. The
former are more frequent at the points where this
type is in contact with other types whilst the latter
are characteristic of the South East. A comparison
with thepositionasrecordedby Ellis indicateshow

‘upgliding diphthongs have spread rapidly to repre—
sent ME /a:/ (Map 41). They were the dominant
forms in the London area stretching as far as south
Hertfordshire and Essex and in a small area of
Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire. In the other
areas in which they occurred they were clearly in
competition with an older type. Their occurrence in
the Birmingham area but not in the surrounding
countryside further supports the View that upgliding
diphthongs are an innovation and recent origin. (For
further discussionseeparagraph3.1.4below.)SED
showsupgliding diphthongs asfar west asHereford-
shire and as far north as mid Derbyshire and also in
anisolatedareaof Somerset(Map 42).

3.12 Structural relationship of ME /a:/ and ME
lai/

The developments of ME /ai/ are considered at
paragraph4.1 and in Maps 9295.

Three broad areas of contrast can be distin—
guished:northern, midland and southern(Maps 43—
44).

(a) Northern (Type 1)

The contrast is usually between ingiiding/rising
diphthongs and long monophthongs. The following
examplesmay be noted:

1 Nb 5 Wark /19/ v /e:~e:9/
2 Cu4 Threlkcld /ia~ea/ v /a: ~§:/
3 Du 3 Wearhead /ia~e9/ v /ea/
6 Y 7 Askrigg /i:;/ v /e:/
6 Y 15 i’ateley Bridge /19/ v /89/
6 Y 18 Spofforth /89/ v /e:/

Clearly in this group of dialects ME /ai/ became
a long monophthong after ME /a':/ had developed
an off~glide In view of the early monophthongise
ationof M8 /ai/ not longafter 120018thedevelop-
ment of an off~glide cannot be any later. Within the
northern area, merger is beginning to take place in
most localities usually by generalisation of the ME
/ai/ type, (as for example at York [e:}). In Durham
however, it is the [19~es} type which is becoming
general.

(b) Midland (Type 2)

in east Cheshire, mid and south Derbyshire, north

MIDDLE i.3N(.il..lSl’iLONG VOWELS

Staffordshire and east Leicester‘shire there are con»
trastsof the following types:

7 Ch 3 Swettenham /e:~e:/ v /i:/
8 Db 4 Youlgreave /e:/ v /i:/
8 Db 7 Sutton /e'1/ v /i:/
lZStZ Mow Cop /t:1/ v /i:/
13Lei 7 SheepyMagma /t~:i/ v /i:/

All these types clearly derive from one ancestral
type in which ME /ai/ was monophthongised and
raised to /i:/. In all of these dialects ME /ai/
mergesto someextent with ME /ti:/ (< 013 61?,éa)
and remainsdistinct from ME /e:/ (>[ei]) and
from ME /e:/ (< eME /e/ lengthenedin open
syllables)whichbecomes{81]in partsof Derbyshire
and east Cheshire. It would follow that the ME
/5: ~ai/ phoneme had an early development to [e:]
as it wasclearlyable to avoid ME /e:/ (< eME
/e/) and ME /a:/.19 The Great Vowel Shift appears
to have started in the dialects of the north west
Midlands earlier than elsewhere and to have had
more far-reaching consequences.The area of type 2
contrast has shrunk somewhat since the late nine—
teenth century and south Staffordshire, north east
Warwickshire and most of west Leicestershire have
given up the distinction.

(0) Southern(Type 3)

The southern area is characterised by the preser—
vation of ME lai/ as an upgliding diphthong of the
[s~~ae1~ai] type (see Map 95). The maximal
distinction is ingliding versusupgliding (/ia/ V / 331/)
but as upgliding diphthongs come to represent ME
/a:/ the contrast is being reinterpreted as high
versus low (/81/ v /a1/ ). The village of Heptonstall
in the Penninesquite surprisingly maintainsa type 3
contrast as does most of surrounding Upper
Calderdale. Probably MB /ai/ retained its
diphthongal quality longer here than elsewhereand
it was subsequentlymerged with ME /e:/ < eME
/e/ lengthenedin opensyllables.20Examplesof type
3 contrastsare asfollows:

6 Y 2} Heptonstall /e:~t=,a/ v /ei~aei/
15 He 3 Cradley /e:~e:1/ v /81~331/
18 Nth 3 Little Harrowden /e:;/ v /si~a>i/
21 Nf 3 Biickling /e:1~r-::/ v /aer/
21 Ni 7 Outwell /ei/ V /ei/
22 St 5 Kersey /81/ V /a:1/
26 Bk 2 Stewkley /e -a/ v /81/
29 E356 West Bergholt /81/ v /aei~a1/
31 So 4 Coleford /19/ v /at/
31 So6 Stogursey /61/ v /ai~aci/
32 W 9 Whiteparish /e:/ v /a1/
36 Co 2 Altarnum /e:/ v /81/
37 D 6 South Zeal /e:~e:/ v /81/
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It is difficult to believe that a distinction such as/ 81/
~ /aei/ is contrastive but the patterning seemstoo
frequent to be coincidental.

3.13 Mergers

In Standard English ME /a:/ and /ai/ began to be
merged as early as the sixteenth century but the
mergerdid not come to be truly accepteduntil after
1650.21The merger was to /s:/ which was later
raisedto /e:/ and from the early nineteenth century
diphthongised to /e1/. There is a clear link in this
atypical merger (for the South) with the central and
north Midlands and eSpecially the dialects of
Leicestershire,north Northamptonshire, Cambridge-
shireand Huntingdonshire. There can be little doubt
that the basisof Standard English is to be found in
the dialects of this area and that changesin early
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. 85—100
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O 55—69
o 40—54
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. .10—24

StandardEnglish can be related to population move~
nient from theseareas.22Gil gives early evidenceof
merger when he refers to the speechof the Mopsae
who apparentlymergedME /a:/ and ME fen/.23
Their speechis compared with the ‘eastern’ dialect
but clearly it cannot be the speechof the rural parts
of Norfolk, Suffolk or north EssexsinceME /a:/ 75
/ai/ in these areas. Likewise the rural dialects of
I~~lertf0rdshireand Bedfordshire both preservedcon-
trastsuntil well into thenineteenthcentury(accord~
ing to EEP). The merged type is unlikely to be a
parallel but independent development in Standard
English. Its origin is rather to be sought in those
same central Midland dialects which had been so
in■uential in an earlier period. it seemsunlikely that
any rural dialect would have sufficient prestige to
displace forms firmly embedded in early Standard
English and of necessitythe existenceof somelocal
standard or koine in the south and south east



Midlands must:be postulated. There is a common.
type of systemwhich overlays older dialect systems
in large parts of the south Midlands. It takesthe fol—
lowing form:

ME /a:/
ME /ai/ > /e:/
ME /e:/

ME /e:/ > /i:/
ME /o:/ > /u:/

ME /92/ > /o:/

In EB? it occurs in north eastNorthamptonshire
(p. 254), Rutland (p. 255), mid Cambridgeshire(p.
249),mid Oxfordshire(pp. 125ff.) andelsewhere.It
is suggestedthat this local koine had a direct in■u~
ence on Standard English and that subsequently
Standard English disseminatedthe mergedtype into
the dialectsof south I-~Iertfordshireand south Essex.
It alsohelpedto consolidatethe position of the koine
in the rural dialectssurrounding the towns of Oxford
and Cambridgewhich one might expect to follow the
lead of StandardEnglish.24

The most important merger types are the follow—
mg:

Lincolnshire(exceptsouth) / ea/
Oxfordshire /e: ~6:9/
Cheshire /e: ~i:/
Lancashire, south and west

Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire
and Shropshire /e:/

South Staffordshire,

Leicestershire,South East
England / 81/

The merger in the north Midlands seemsto be of
longstanding.25

3.14 Further consideration of the merger of the
[8:] type

The [in] type is clearlyan innovationin Standard
Englishbesideolder {e1}.It also appearsto be an
innovation in London English. Ellis remarks, ‘I was
myself born in North London in 1814 and cannot
recallit.’26It isstrangethatsucha prominentfeature
of current London English is not reflected in popular
literaturebefore1880.27

Ellis regarded {cheer} as a North and East
London pronunciation28and this may give someclue
as to the origin of the open type. During the nine-
teenth century the population of London increased
dramatically and the period sawthe extensionof the
city northwards and eastwardsinto Essex.In Essex
ME /ai/ andME /a:/ remaineddistinctbut under
the in■uenceof a merged type in more prestigious

MlDDLE ENGLISH LONG VOWELS

dialects,the developmentof ME /ai/ (to somediph»
thong of the {swam} type) came to represent ME
/a:/. The same type of formation by analogy is
found in Hampshire (see Map 45A). EEP shows
that [81](< ME /a:/ ) waswcil establishedin the
rural dialects of Huntingdonshire and adjoining
Northamptonshire and wasso widespreadin the east
of the central Midlands that analogous formations
must have taken place there as well. Quite likely
such a development was a feature of the local
regionalstandard.({81] is frequentfor ME /ai/ in
north Buckinghamshire and nearby Northampton-
shire.) It very likeiy made its initial appearance in
StandardEnglish from this sourcebut wassupported
by the spread of the Essex merger into popular
London speech.In the latter respect,the substitution
of the[81]typecanbeseenasa changefrombeneath
deriving especially from more casual and relaxed
formsof speech.”

The likelihood is aisothat [er], the conservative
type in Standard English is of similar origin. it first
appears in the early nineteenth century and is
recordedby Eliis as the StandardEnglish type.30
Map 45A showsthat [e1]is a re■exof ME /a:/ in
the south east Midlands in a number of relic areas
some of which may have been continuous in the
past.This type is clearly not the oldest type (centring
diphthongs of the [13~89] type underlie the dialects
of this areaaselsewherein southern England) but in
some of the areas in which it occurs ME /ai/
becomes[er] and the sameassumptionsaboutana—
logical formations seem to apply here as with the
developmentof {£1}and{331}.

3.15 ME /e:/ (9)

ME /e:/ derives from a number of Old English

sourcesincludingOE éo(viaeME /m:/ ). Thediver-
gent deveIOpments of the different OE dialects
present some cartographical problems as far as the
descendants of Primitive Germanic (i: and the
i-inntation of Primitive Germanic at (as in seedand
deal respectively). in West Saxon both groups
developedME /e:/. In Kentish both groupshad ME
/e:/. In other areaseOE appears to have had é in
the first group and a} in the second group. By the
late OE, Lizhad spread into the central and east
Midlands asa West Saxoninnovation.“ In most dia~
lects Primitive Germanic ti: has had the same
development as ME /e:/ indicating that ME /e:/ is
the probable ancestor. In parts of west Hampshire,
Dorset and Wiltshire in the heart of the West Saxon
area /e:/ appears for PG a”:and also occurs fairly
frequently for ME /e:/ of all origins. Probably there
hasbeensomesort of levelling in favour of ME /e:/
in these areas whereas over the rest of the South and
East, the tendency hasbeen to selectME /e:/ types.
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3.16 Raising of ME /e:/ (6)

ME /e:/ wasraised in late ME to /i:/ in all dialects
with the qualification for certain southern dialects
where ME /e:/ types have been generalised(3.17).
Many of the dialects have moved further to become
upgliding diphthongs usually of the [1i] type (Map
46). In north west Yorkshire and south Durham
[lever] appear and in the north-west Midlands,
[Slrviill is reached (Map 47).” In each of these

areas, the diphthong appears to have arisen inde»
pendently indicating how readily long close vowels
becomediphthongs.

3.17 Shortening of ME /e:/ (Map 48)

ME /e:/ hasbeen shortenedquite frequently in the
dialects of the West and in the south Midlands and
East Anglia. Shortening is not found in the north
Midlands, nor does it occur in the London area or
the Thamesvalley. The shortening of ME /e:/ may
be compared with the shortening of ME /o:/, the
two developmentshaving taken place in similar con-
texts (Map 18). Clearly, this is also an incomplete
change - sheepand weekare shortened over much

more extensive areas.33The structural position of
ME /e:/ is discussedat 3.26.

3.18 ME /r-.:/ ((2)

ME /e:/ hastwo majorsources,laterOE a”:(under
which earlier OE a?and éa were levelled by the
eleventh century except in Kent and parts of the
South West“) and eME /e/ lengthenedin open
syllables.The history of this group presents prob-
lems, in part due to the fact that different dialects
developed the ancestral types in different ways so
that there was variation between ME /e:/ and ME
/e:/. Usually ME /e:/ hastended to mergewith one
or other of the front vowels in many dialects. The
developmentof ME /s:/ < eME /e/ lengthenedin
open syllablesis consideredseparately(3.24).

3.19 Development of ME /8:/

Map 49 showsthat /i:/ is a very frequent reflex of
ME /8:/ in the South and Midlands. it is unlikely
that these derive from ME /e:/ directly but rather
from variantswith ME /e:/ ashasbeensuggestedby
Dobsonfor StandardEnglish.35Thedevelopmentin
the far North cannot easily be explained in the same
way. Probably ME /s:/ was caught between ME
/a:/ which wasraisedvery early in the northern dia—
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lects and ME /e:/. ME /i:/ has not advanced
beyond / t?1~211/indicating a slower development for
ME /e:/. The development to /i:/ in Derbyshire,
north Staffordshire and Cheshire is rather special
and contrasts with ME /e:/ (sec 3.26). /i:/ tends
not to occur in the South West.

3.20 lngliding Diphthongs (Map 50)

Theseinclude forms of the /19~ tna~ea/ type aswell

as /ju~j/\/ forms which derive from an older type
/19/ via */1(D/.36Theseformsoccur in a wide belt
across northern England as far south as west
Cheshire and north Shropshire (/ 1319/)37 and
Lincolnshire. They also occur sporadically in the
South and South West but also with someregularity
in Buckinghamshire. Earlier evidence suggeststhat
this type was formerly very frequent in areas in
which it is today a relic form38and like /19/ for ME
/a:/ hasbeen ousted by other types. It is reasonable
to regard this type as representing the oldest ver-
nacular type to have developed from ME /e:/ and

one which evolved fairly generally in the dialects
though possibly it wasa conditioned development in
certain areas.” Ingliding diphthongs do not appear
to have evolved in the central Midlands, the east
Midlands, Northumherland, Durham, Cumberland,

Devonshire“0or the South East. The absencein the
last—namedarea presumablyaccountsfor its absence
in Standard English. In those areaswhich show only
residual tracesof ingliding diplithongs, the probable

reason is that they have been supplanted by later
types which originate either directly from earlier
typesof Standard English (or other local standards)

or as a result of the adaptation of the internal

structureof the dialect to the structureof early
StandardEnglish. This is discussedat 3.27 in greater
depth.

3.2] Long monoplitliongs and npgliding
diplilhongs

Map 51 showsthe distribution of /e:/ and /31/
types. Both types are found with somefrequency in
Devon and Cornwall, south Wiltshire and
Hampshire. A broad band of forms runs from the
Cotswolds up to Cheshireand Derbyshire. A further
enclaveexistsin Norfolk and north Suffolk which no
doubt wasonce connectedwith the main distribution
area. Over most of the western area, these forms

appear beside /19/ types (except in Devon and
Cornwall) and it is likely that they representrelics of
earlier regional standards or direct early Standard
English in■uence(seeparagraph 3.27).
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3.22 Rising diphthongs

(a) /j(0~j/\~ja/ This type has been discussed at
3.20. Map 53 showsthat the type is mainly concern
trated in the Cotswolds though the development in
initial position is a little more widespread.

(b) /3'e/ Map 52 showsthe distribution of the
rising diphthong /je/r It occurs in the West from
Lancashire to Devon. In the north and west of its

range it is conditionedby a preceding/d/ (and
historically by a preceding /1/ or /s/) whilst in
Wiltshire it occurs after /b/, The development in
initial position is a much more wideSpread
phenomenon occurring as far south as Devonshire
and as far north as west Yorkshire. It is worth
remarking that /je/ has frequently merged with the
preceding sound to give the respectiveaffricate (for
example/d;ed/ dead,/tfem/ team).

The development of rising diphthongs parallels
the development of rising diphthong for ME /a:/ in
the northern dialects and it is likely that the two

analogousdevelopmentsare the result of a common
trend, both sounds being affected at the /e:/ stage.
The opposite trend —-towards ingliding diphthongs

~—was also present in Lancashire and Cheshire and
other Western diaiects. There were thus contrasting
typesexisting in late Middle English in thesedialects
- /ea ~eé/. Becauseof the way in which they arose
as prosodic variants, it is likely that they continued
for sometime in the samefunction.“ At somestage,
the rising type becamegeneralisedin initial position
in the more northerly dialects (Cheshire and south
Lancashire)andafter /d/ whereasin otherpositions
/519~i9/ was generalised. As late as 1886
Dariingtonrecords/tciom/ beside/ tj em/ for team
for South Cheshire indicating some variation in

usageevenat that latedate.42

3.23 Shortening of ME /e:/ (Map 54)

Map 54 showsthe areasin which a long vowel is pre-
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served in dead, deaf and head. The tendency to
shorten M13/a:/ is seenas 21Midland development
which hasnot reachedthe North or north Midlands
or west Somerset, Devonshire or Cornwall. The
rising diphthongs of the west Midlands have been
treated asshort forms.

The structural position of ME /e:/ is considered
at paragraphs3.25-3.29.

3.24 ME /e:/ (< eME /e/ lengthened in open
syllables) (e) '

ME /e:/ from early MB /e/ lengthenedin open syl-
lables is generally merged with ME /e:/ from other
sources.In the north Midlands and also in parts of
DerbyshireandStaffordshire,it hasbecome[£1]and
is distinct from M13 /82/ from other sources. In
Cheshireand north Derbyshire, it is partially distinct
but here it has become [e:~i:} merging with ME
/a:/. The structuralpositionof ME /r-.:/ (<eME
/e/ ) is discussedin paragraph3.29.

3.25 Structural relationship of ME /e:/ and ME
/15:/(< 0E (e, 63)

Three typesof contrast occur (Maps 56 and 56A).

Type 1 Long monophthong versusingliding
diphthong .
This type is found from south Cumberland south-
wards through Lancashirc, Yorkshire, Cheshire,
north Derbyshire, north Nottinghamshire and Lin-
colnshire(excepttheextremesouth).It isalsofound
in parts of Buckinghamshire and north Somerset.A
secondary type occurs in the Cotswolds and adjoin“
iug parts of the south west Midlands where the con-
trast is between a long monophthong and a rising
diphthoug (the latter developing from an earlier
centring diphthong).

Examples /e:/ /e:/
5 La 3 Yealand /i:/ /La/
6 Y 16 Easingwold i/iz/ /1a/
10 I. 12 Sutterton /i:/ /13/
26Bk 2 Stewkley /°i/ /19/

‘
partial

7 Ch 5 Audlem /til/ /t:19/ systems
24 G] 5 Sherborne /i:/ /j(u/

Type2 Upgliding diphthortg versuslong
monophthong

This type is restricted to a small area of east
Cheshire, north and east Staffordshire and west
Derbyshire. The contrast is somewhatconfusedby a
tendency to merge under /£1/ or /i:/ but the

78

distinction is quite clearly preserved in south
Derbyshire.43

Examples /e:/ /e:/
7 Ch 3 Swettenham /81/ /i:/
8 Db 6 Kniveton /ei/ /i:/
12 StS Ellenhall /ei/ /i:/
13 Lei 7 SheepyMagna /ai/ /i:/

Type3 High versuslow

This type might be consideredan earlier stagein the
evolution.of type 2. The contrast is typically between
long vowels, high versuslow (eg. /i:/ v /e:/ ). It is
not really surprising that this contrast should be so
widesPread in the dialects since Standard English
possessedthis distinction until into the eighteenth
century. The situation in the south west Midlands
and Buckinghamshire, where type 3 contrasts tend
to coexist with type I contrasts,suggeststhat type 3
contrasts are an innovation deriving either from
Standard English itself or from some other regional
standard.M »

Examples /e:/ /e:/
7 Ch 6 Hanmer /i:/ /e:~e:°/
11 Sa5 Kinnersley /i:/ /e:/
16 W0 3 Hanbury /i:/ /e:1~e:1/partial
16 W0 7 Bretforton /i:/ / 81/ partial
21Ni 11 Reedham /i:/ /Zjl:~ei/ partial
22 Sf 2 Mendlesham /i:~

°iz/ / 81/
22Sf3 Yoxford /i:/ /e ~9/ partial
24 G15 Sherborne /i:/ /e:/ partial
26Bk 1 Tingewick /i:/ /81/
32 W 9 Whiteparish /i:/ /e:/
36 Co 1 Kilkhampton /i:/ /:31/
37 l) 1 Blackawton /i:/ /t51/ partial
39 Ha 5 Hambledon /i:/ /e:/

3.26 Mergers ME /e:/ = /t-::/

in most of the areasin which lei /e‘./ and ME /t-::/
are merged, the merger is as /i:~i,:/. Significantly,
this type is found in mostof the South East and East
Midlands and is clearly the origin of the Standard
English merger. Areas of merger of the Standard
English type also occur in north Cumberland and
Westmorland, Durham and Northumberland where
ME /8:/ was ‘squeezed’betweenME /ai/ and ME
/a:/ on the one hand and ME /e:/ on the other and
also on the Welsh Border which in other respects
tends to have a ‘standardised’system.The /e1/ type
alsooccurs in south Durham as the further develop~
ment of /i:/.
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ME /8:/ (< OE d2,éa)[ju~j/\~ja]

in beans,dead,deaf,east,easter,
head,heat

Shadedlocalities show the
developmentafter /d/ and /b/

. 4words+
O 3 words

0 2 words

0 1 word

3.2.7Structuralrelationshipof ME /8:/ (<OE iii, 7 Ch 1 Kingsley /e:~i:/
éa) and ME /a:/ 7 Ch 6 Hammer /e:~e:°/

22 Sf 2 Mendlesham /81/
Most dialects follow Standard English in making a 24 G16 Slimbridge /e:/
distinction between thesetwo groups (see Map 57). 32 W 4 Burbage /e:/
In a number of dialects however, the two groupsare 39 Ha 5 I-Iambledon /e:/
merged re■ecting perhaps the merger which prev
vailed in certain types of Standard English from
approximately 1650 to the eighteenth century. In
most of .the South West (except Devon and
Cornwall)andin thesouthMidlands,Ellisrecordsa
trend towards merger as [19].“ This type appearsto
be older than the later merger, much more common,
as [e2]. Most likely the latter type was readily
adopted in dialects which already had a merged
phonemealbeit under a different phonetic type. The
source of the substitution is probably Standard
English or some local standardised dialect. The
north Yorkshire merger as {is} dependson the early
(andrapid) frontingof ME /a:/ to mergewith ME
/€-,:/ before developing an off—glide.

Examples
6 Y 15 I’ateley Bridge /19/

80

3.28 Structurai relationship of ME /ai/ and ME
/s:/ (<0E, a'e,ea)(Map 58)

Two main areas show a merger of these two
phonemesas a single structural unit. In Derbyshire,
Cheshire and north and east Staffordshire the
merger is as /i:/ presumably deriving from a
monophthong of the {8:} type (north Shropshire
shows the merger at an earlier stage —~/e:/). In
Cheshire, this system is a secondary one, there being
another probably older system which contrasts ME
/ai/ and ME /e:/.

The other areaof merger(Devon) achievesthe
same structural effect by a quite different process,
i.e. retention of ME /ai/ as / 81/ and the develop
ment of ME /£:/ to a diphthong.46
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ME /e:/ (< ME élengthenedin opensyllables)

3.29 Structural relationship of ME /e:/ (< DE 2%,
éa) and ME /e:/ ( eME /e/ lengthened in open
syllables) (Map 59)

Over most of England, the lengthening of eME /e/
in open syllables was followed by merger with ME
/tz:/. In an area of the north Midlands however,
eME /e/ remains distinct from ME /e:/, the dis-

tinction being betweenan upgliding and an ingliding
diphthong. This type of distinction persists in Lam
cashire and south Yorkshire and partially in north
Derbyshire. In the rest of Derbyshire, north Stafm
fordshire and east Cheshire, / 1-:1/< eMB /e/ con—
trasts with a long close monophthong for ME /t-‘.:/
< OE éa, cf}. in west and mid Cheshire ME /e:/ <

eME /e/ has merged with ME /a:/ and contrasts
with ingliding diphthongs for ME /e:/ (< OE (é,
éa).

Examples ME /e:/ ME /e:/

(< OE (< eME
LE3,éa) /e/ )

5 La 7 ’l‘histleton / 19/ / 81/
6 Y 21 Heptonstall /1a/ /£1/
7 Ch 4 Faradon /:na/ /e:/

partial
7 Ch 5 Audlem /8l9/ /81/
8 Db l Charlesworth /i:>/ /e:/
8 Di) 6 Kniveton /i:/ /e:/

82

3.30 General discussionof from vowel systems
(Maps 59A, 598)

(a) Synchronicstructure

In all dialectsME /i:/ remainsasa distinct phoneme
and the differences in front vowel systems which
arise in the dialects are concerned with the other ME

vowels. ME had potentially five distinct front vowel
phonemes, /i:/, /e:/, /£:/ (< OE (i2,éa), /e:/ (<
eME /e/), /a:/ and /ai/, although outside the
north and north central Midlands there were prob—
ably only four. The dialects show systems having
from two to four phonemesbut no dialect retains all
five possibledistinctions.On theotherhandno dia—
lect hasmerged all five phonemes.Standard English
has a two phoneme system (System IA) in which
broadly (/e:/ = /e:/, m /£:/2)/(/ai/ = /a:/). This
systemis not unexpectedly found in the South East
and in westCornwall and the Isle of Man. Quite sur—
prisingly it is also usual in a wide belt of the Mid~
lands from Shropshireto Cambridgeand asfar north
as Nottingham. The separationof the two areasby a
different system in the south east Midlands is note-
worthy. Other two phoneme systemsoccur in the
north westMidlands.

Three phoneme systems are the most common
type but are quite clearly recessivein Northumber-
[and and Durham and in Essex.System 28 is the
mostwidespreadrelying on the retention of ME /ai/
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ME /e:/ % /s:/

0 Type 1

«.— Type IA

(4’ C] Type2
‘, E Type 1 + 2

XV A Type3
1"“. A Type 1+ 3

“ pm" 16‘- Type IA + 3
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asa distinct phonemeand appearsto be eliminating
other phonemic systems in the South and South
West. System 2A which shows a pattern (/at/ =
/ai/) at (/e:/ re (/82/1) m ■zz/2)isclearlyextend—
ing its range into eastYorkshire from Lincolnshire.

Four phoneme systems are restricted to Lan~
cashire, west Yorkshire, the Yorkshire Dales and
south Lakeland, the commonest system depending
on a retentionof ME /e:/1 (< eME /e/) as a
separatephoneme. Parts of north Buckinghamshire
retain a four phoneme system at a secondary level
and probably this type was formerly more wide—
Spread.

(1)) Diachrom'c consideration of the from vowel
systems

(1') Northern systems

Examples /a:/ /8:/ /e:/ /ai/
1 Nb 5 Wark /10/ /i:/ /i:/ /e:/
2 Cu 5 Hunsonby /ia/ /i:/ /i:/ /e:/
4We4
6Y7

/ea//19/ /i:/ /e:/
/19/ /19/ /i:/ /e:/

Staveley
Astrigg

These systemsrely on the early monophthongis-
ation of ME /ai/ and early raisingof ME /a:/. Rais—
ing appears to have led to merger with ME /e:/
where ME /a:/ became an ingliding diphthong. In
the far North ME /c:/ did not develOp to an
ingliding diphthong and was identified with ME
/e:/.

(ii) North Midland systems (south Yorkshire and
Lancashire)

Examples /a:/ /e:/I /e:/2 /e:/ /ai/
5La9 Read /e:/ /19/ /81/ /i:/ /e:/
6Y2]. Heptonstall /e:/ /19/ /81/ /i:/ /81/
6Y26 Thornhill /e://19/ /er/ /i:/ /e:/

These systems agree with Northern systems in
showing the monophthongisationof ME /ai/.“7
They show the early diphthongisation of ME /s:/ ,
and the development of ME /e:/2 to upgliding /£1/.

{iii} East Midland systems (Lincolnshire, north
Nottinghamshire, eastYorkshire (partial) )

/a:/ /e:/ /e:/ /ai/
/ea//ia/ /i:/ /ea/

Example
10 L 7 Swaby

Thesesystemsagreewith the north Midland systems
in showing the merger of ME /a:/ and ME /ai/ but
agree with the northern systems in showing a
common development of ME /e:/ whatever its
origin.

MIDDLEENGLISH[one V()Wl§il..8

(iv) Northwest Midland systems (mid/west
Cheshire,north westDerbyshire)

/a:/ /£:/l /e:/2 /e:/ /ai/
/e:/ /19/ /e:/ /i:/ /e:/

(parlial)

Charlesworth /e:/ /13/ /e:/ /i:/ /e:/

Examples
7 Ch 4 Farndon

8Db1

This group of dialects, though far from uniform,

showsthe merger of ME /ai/ and ME /a:/ and the
developmentof an ingliding diphthong for ME /s:/ 1
agreeing in these respects with the north Midland
dialects. The group also shows the merger of ME
/e:/2 with ME /a:/ indicating (probably) early rais»
ing of ME /a:/ in this area.My own researchesin
central Cheshire tendto confirm the SED position
but Showa systemof the following type:“8

/i:/ < ME /a:/
/i:/ < ME /£:/2
/813/ < ME /r5:/l
/er/ < ME /e:/
/i:/ < ME /ai/

Structurally this system is indistinguishable from
the peripheral north west Midland system which
SED shows.The phonetic realisationsare consistent
with an overlay of featuresmore typical of Stafford-
shire/Derbyshire dialect but the underlying structure
showsthat the resemblanceis only superficial.

(v) Mid Midland (east Cheshire,east Staffordshire,
midandsouthDerbyshire)
Examples /a:/ /8:/1 /e:/2 /e:/ /ai/
7 Ch 3 Swettenham /e:/ /i:/ /i:~ai/ /81/ /i:/
8 Db 6 Kniveton /e:/ /i:/ /81/ /81/ /i:/
12St2 MowCop /81/ /i:/ /i:~£1/ /81/ /i:/
12 St 6 Hoar Cross /81/ /i:/ /t-:1/ /e1/ /i:/

This set of systemssharesthe separatedeveIOp—
ment of ME /e./1 with the north Midland. Other~
wise it does not seem to fit very well with its
neighboursand indeed there are a number of diffi—
culties in the way of any consistent historical
development. / e1/ represents ME /a:/ by a very
recent changein Staffordshire and the older system
was probably the same as the current Derbyshire
system.The dialects have clearly moved one stage
beyond Standard English and the systems derive
probably from an earlier systemhaving the following
form:

*/e:/ < ME /a:/
*/81/ < ME /e:/2
*/e:/ < ME /e:/l
*/i:/ < ME /e:/
*/e:/ < ME /ai/
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It is difficult to see how ME /r,:/ < eME /e/
could avoid merging with ME /ai~e:/ on the one
hand and ME /a:/ on the other hand. The absence
of any merger means that the development of a
monophthong to representME /ai~c:/ must be put
back to a very early date, the assumptionbeing that
by the time eME /e/ was lengthened,ME /ai~e:/
had already become [e:]. The present advanced
developmentsupportsan earlier rapid evolution. An
alternative equally tenable view is that the current
system does not derive from a single ancestor but
rather its origin is to be found in some Midland
koine of the early Modern period. Standard English
in one of its early forms does show the merger of
ME /ai/ and ME /c:/ and distinguishesME /a:/.
This systemappears to antedatethe later merger of
ME /ai/,49 ME /e:/ and ME /a:/. The earlier
merger is re■ectedin Derbyshire and Devon dialect
whilst the later type is fairly frequent in Shropshire
and the merger of ME /e:/ and ME /a:/ is common
in central southern England.50

(vi) South midland (north Shropshire)

Examples /a:/ /s:/ /e:/ /ai/
118a5 Kinnersley /e:/ /e:/ /i:/ /e:/
7Ch6 Hanmer /e:/ /e:/ /i:/ /e:/

This type of systemsupposesthe development of
a monOphthongfor ME /ai/, merger with ME /a:/
and raising to merge with ME / 81/

. The merger of
ME /a:/ and ME /c:/ appearsin Gloucestershire,
south Wiltshire and Hampshire and sporadically
throughoutthe west Midlands(seeMap 57). As a
relic form the merger of ME /a:/ and ME /e:/
occurs in East Anglia and formerly was spread
further afield.“ Althoughthis mayjust be evidence
that this type of systemaroseover a wide area, it is
more likely in Viewof the older systemswhich persist
in the same areas that it is modelled on Standard
English or on a standardised dialect which had
adepted the Standard English type.

(vii) Southern Systems(110th Buckinghamshire)

/a:/ /e:/ /e:/ /ai/
/e9/ /19/ /i:/ /(-:1/

Example
26 Bk 2 Stewkley

This type presentsno problems of development.
ME /ai/ remains as a diphthong and both ME /e:/
and ME /a:/ become ingliding diphthongs. This
system appears to be the oldest systemin southern
England appearing in relic form in east Somerset,
Gloucestershire,Wiltshire and parts of Oxfordshire.
(1neastSomerset,GloucestershireandWiltshirethe
system shows a variant in which ME /e:/ and ME
/a:/ aremergedas/i::/.)52

MIDDLEliNGLISl-lLONGVOWELS

(viii) Mirl~southern (Hampshire, Wiltshlre and
Gloucestershire)

/a:/ /e:/ /e:/ /ai/
/e:/ /e:/ /i:/ /ai/
/e:/ /e:/ /i:/ /51/
/e:/ /e:/ /i:/ /ai/

Examples
32 W 7
24 Cl 6
39 Ha 5

Sutton Veny
Slimbridge
Hambledon

(ix) Devon

/a:/ /e:/ /e:/ /ai/
/e:/ /81/ /i:/ /81/

Example
37 D 6 South Zeal

(x) Generalsouthern

Examples /a:/ /e:/ /e:/ /ai/
21 Nf 8 Gooderstone /ei/ /1i/ /ii/ /831/
32W 1 AshtonKeynes/e:/ /i:/ /i:/ /£1/
38 Do 4 Portesham /e:/ /i:/ /i:/ /a1/

All of these systemsshow the retention of ME
/ai/ as a diphthong but in other respectsit is
impossible to postulate any common system inter—
mediate betweenthese systemsand Middle English.
Probably none of these systems descend directly
from local ME systemsbut rather from local forms
of early Standard English. The Devon systemrepre»
sents the earliest type of standardisedsystem. The
mid~southernsystemis intermediate and the general
southern is the most recent type.

It is possibleto concludethat the pronunciation of
ME /a:/ and ME /e:/ as ingliding diphthongs was
markedout asa dialectalpronunciationat an early
date and that pronunciation types with a long
monophthong of the [e:~c:] type were socially more
acceptable. Pronunciation of ME /ai/ as a
diphthong was a feature of Standard English until
1650 (albeit conservative) however and it seemsto
have been retained widely in the South though it
doesmergewith ME /a:/ in a number of areas.The
substitution of a long monophthong for ME /ai/ is
likely to have met some resistancesince the loss of
the contrast with ME /a:/ would have resulted. On
the other hand the changeto long monophthongsfor
ME /a:/ and ME /c:/ wasa simplephonetic change
since they were already phonemically merged in
many parts of the South.

3.31 ME /c:r/ and ME /e:r/ (er, hr)

Thecontrastbetvveen/is/ and/69/ carriesa small
structural load in Standard English and it is not sur-
prising that some dialects have merged the two
phonemes so that ME /e:r/, ME /e:r/ and ME
/a:r/ have a common descendant.The merger is
/es~es/ in Norfolk, north Suffolk, north
Cambridgeshireand north Hertl‘ordshire.

8'7
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ME /e:/ = /ai/
. 85—10070merged

70~ 84% merged

55—-69% merged

40~ 54% merged

25.. 39% merged
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ME /tiZ/ (< OE té,ér1)9é/a:/(< OE é
lengthenedin open syllables)

85*1000/0 distinct

70— 84% distinct

55— 69% distinct

40~ 54% distinct

25— 39% distinct

No distinction51
00

0.
.

3.32ME/o:/(9)
Already in Middle English the northern develop—
ment of ME /o:/ had diverged from the midland
and southern types and seems to have become
centralised. The two areas are to be considered
separately.

3.33 Non-northerndialectsfrontingof ME /o:/
(Map61)

ME /o:/ is fronted in an area extending from south
Lancashire to East Anglia and in a separateenclave
in Devon. In Devon, south Lancashire and Cheshire
it is fully fronted to /Y:/. In Cheshire,Norfolk and
Devon fronting is related probably to the raising of
ME /o:/ to /o:~u:/. In Derbyshire and east
Staffordshire, ME /3:/ is also raisedbut ME /o:/
becomesa diphthong /am/.

3.34 Shorteningof ME /o:/ (Maps62-64)

This is discussedat paragraph 2.18. Shortening has
been most complete in the south Midland and East
Anglian areas where ME /o:/ has been more fre—

quently shortenedthan retained asa long vowel. The
North and north Midlands are the most conservative
regionsand here ME /o:/ is retainedasa long vowel
in most contexts.

3.35 Development of /Cm/in the north Midlands
(Map 65)

ME /o:/ becoms/ 031/in west and south Yorkshire.
This is a positional development before front con—
sonants.It doesnot occurbefore/l(/ or finally.53it
doesoccur before /l/ since in thesedialects this has

afrontedpoint of articulationin mostpositions.The
developmentis unlikely but not unique(see3.47).
The mostlikely developmentwouldbe to *lmo] but
in thesedialectsME /o:/ becomes/(09/ so that a
change to /(m/ preserves the phonemic contrast.
The change is to be dated before 1450 on the evi—
denceof placenamespelling.54SEDdoesnot record
/(D1/ from Sheffieldbut my own observationssug-
gestthat it doesoccur in northern parts of the city as
a relic form.

3.36 Northern dialects (Maps 66—67)

In the northern dialectsME / 01/ wasfronted during
the late ME period. The oldest type of dialect pro-
nunciation is of the /1CD/type often with the stress
on the secondelement (Map 67). Over most of the
area, there is no merger with ME /iu/ which has the

stress on the first element. Most frequently the
second element has been weakened and the stress
shifted to the first element to give /19/ especially in
medial and final position (Map 66). Someareas
retain /jd)/ initially but develop /19/ medially and
finally (ie. in positions of less stress). in final
position the schwahasbeendropped in the Tyneside

areaandmergerwith ME /e:/ results(/di:/ (10).
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1A
113
1C
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1E
1F
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28
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Key to Maps 59A and 5913

(/e:/ = /£:/, = /s:/2 vé(/ai/ ==/a:/)
(/e:/ = /a:/) ‘95(/8:/l a /:;‘:/2 ==/ai/)
(/e:/ ==/a:/ =/a:/2) 5’9(/£:/1~*=/ai/)
(/£:/l = /£:/2 = /ai/ = /a:/) 9'5(/e:/)
(/e:/ = /8:/,) 75(/a:/ w /e:/ m /ai/)
(/e:/ a /e:/1= /£:/2 m /ai/) 75(/a:/)

(/e:/) ¢ (/z-::/1= ■zz/2)95(/ai/ = /a:/)
(/e:/ = /za:/1==/e:/2) aé(/ai/) 95(/a:/)

2C
2D
25
2F

3A
3B
3C
3-D

(/e:/) 5'5(/e:/1= /8:/2m /ai/) 3‘5(/a:/)
(/e:/w~“/€:/2) 95(/ai/m/e:/,) 9’9(/a:/)
(/c:/) aé(/e:/1) “74'(/e:/2=/a;/m/ai/)
(/e:/) 75(/81/1=/85/2=/aZ/) $5(/ai/)

(/c:/) # (/€:/2 = ■zz/2)5'4(/a:/) ¢ (/ai/)
(/e:/) 5‘9(/8:/1) ye(m/z) #5(/a:/ m /ai/)
(/e:/) sé(/£:/,) a■(/e:/2== /ai/) 75(/a:/)
(/e:/ = /£:/2) aé(/e:/,) aé(/ai/) 5’6(/a:/)

From vowelsystems
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D No merger

. 55—69%merged

.
85—10070merged

. 70— 84% merged

ME /e:r/—/e:r/ = /a:r/

20.. 39% merged

40— 54% merged
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MB /0:/

1. Limitsof shorteningin toothetc.(Map 17)
2. Limitsof retainedlongvowelin tooketc.(Map

58)
3. Limit of retainedlongvowelin foot etc.(Map

59)
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ME /0:/

{in}
. 85—100
0 70—84

o 55—69
o 40” 54
a 25m39

e 10~24

3.37 ME /9:/ (< OE a) ((1)

In the northern dialects ME /o:/ did not develop
from 08 d and the probability is that OE had a
fronted type *[a:] which remainedin ME and was
mergedwith ME /a/ lengthenedin open syllables.it
is useful to consider the developmentsof NME /a:/
from both origins to see the extent to which they
remain merged (see paragraph 3.46 and Maps 79—
83). In the remaining dialects the assumption is that
OE d was a long low back vowel which was subse-

quently raised in ME.

3.38 Non-northern developments - Ingliding
diphthongs (Maps 68—69)

ME /o:/ tended to develop to an ingliding
diphthong in many dialects paralleling the evolution
of ingliding diphthongs to representME /e:/. In the
dialects of mid Lancashire, west Yorkshire and Lin~

coinshire this development occurs in all positions. In
south Lancashire and Cheshire it only takes place
before a following dental (primarily /t/, /d/, /O/,
and /n/ ). lngiiding diphthongs are relic types in the
South and it is difficult to be certain whether the
development is conditioned in theseareas.Although
the type is receding in southern England, it is clear
that in the northern dialects ingliding diphthongs are
spreading from the north Midlands and supplanting
formsderivedfrom NME /a:/.

3.39 Non-northern developments -- Rising
diphtliongs (Maps 70—41)

Comparisons can be drawn between the develop—
ment of rising diphlhongs to representME / 02/ and
the development of /j£/ to represent ME /e:/. In
some ways they are parallel developments but the
geographicaldistribution differs.55A distinction
mustbe drawnbetweenME /02/ in initial position
(forms /wn wtn wA wa/) and ME /o:/ in medial
position(forms/wo0WAwa/ ).

(a) Initial position (Map 71)

This is a very widespreaddevelopmentbut primarily
a western and south western change. This agrees
with the development of ME /t-::/. The likelihood is
that all the types have developed from a [116(2)]
form which aroseby stressingof the onsetto the long
vowel. [We] representsshortening at an early stage
whereas [wm~wA~wa] suggests that raising to
[wozi occurredfollowed by shorteningand lower—
ing.5("57

(b) Medialposition (Map 70)

Theseformsparallelthedevelopmentof ME /e:/ to
/jo:i jA/ and occur in much the sameareas of the
south west Midlands though the evidence tends to
suggest that there was formerly a wider distribution.

The development has taken place after /b/, /p/,
/k/ and /t/. Probably the type descendsfrom /(09/
with subsequentstress-shiftbut it is also likely that in
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ME /o:/

{i9~i:°]

. 85—100
. 70~ 84
O 55~69
o 40—54
0 25—39

o 10—24

someinstances(after /b/ and/p/ ), /w/ evolvedby
overwrounding before MB /:>:/ in the Middle
English period and was subsequently raised to
*/wo:/ and then shortened and sometimeslowered
asin initial position(seenote55).

3.40 Non-northern developments ~«Long
nionophthongs (Map 72)

Theseforms occur in the north west Midlands where
they are positional developments and also in the
Welsh Border counties, in the south western counties
of Wiltshire, Hampshire, Dorset, Gloucestershire
and Somerset and in west Cornwall. The type is
recessive throughout most of its range but the
sprinkling of forms in the northern counties shows
that in this area it is the type which is taking the
place of forms descended from ME /a:/. in the
South and parts of the South West it appears that
long monophthongs have ~supplanted earlier
ingliding diphthongs.

3.4.1 Fronting of ME /:):/ (Map 73)

MB / 0:/ is fronted to /o:/ in east Northurnberland
where it contrasts with /oe:/ which appearsfor ME
/o/. This type is descendedfrom an early Modern
English *[oz].

3.42 Raising of ME /3:/

Raising of ME /o:/ to /u:/ is relatively infrequent

98

re■ectingthe lack of phonemic pressureon the back
vowels compared with the front vowels. It is usually
associatedwith an advancedpronunciation for ME
/o:/. Raising is found in Devon and to a lesser
extent in Hampshire and Wiltshire and also in
Cheshire, where ME /o:/ varies between [9:] and
[uz]. In both Devon and Cheshire ME /0:/ is
fronted to /Y:/. Raising occurs to a lesserextent in
East Anglia but rarely reaches/u:/.

3.43 Raisingof ME /0:/ andlaterfronting (Map 74)

In eastCheshireand parts of north Staffordshireand
Derbyshire ME /o:/ is fronted to /ii:/. This change
appears to be a conditioned one before dentals
agreeing with the conditioned change to /Ya/ in
similar positions in south Lancashire and Cheshire.
Possibly /u:/ represents an earlier ingliding
diphthong which haslost its secondelement-‘3

3.44 Shortening of ME /3:/ (Map 75)

The shortening of ME /o:/ is primarily an East
Angiian development presumably from an earlier
*[o:] type. /0)/ ocurs most frequently alongside/ A/
and / 0/

,
the latter of dubious structural status. This

would suggestthat the shortening has taken place
gradually over a fairly lengthy period. //\/ forms
represent the earliest shorteningsand /0/ forms the
most recent. The so~called ‘East Anglian short 0’
doesnot mergewith ME /u/ or shortenedME /o:/
but seems to be a structural compromise between
/0)/ and /orn/.



ME /02/

[jzs~im~is~io]

. 85~100
70— 84

55- 69

40— 54

25— 39

10—24

3.45 Upgliding diphthongs (Maps 76-78)

Upgliding diphthongs seemto be recent innovations
whereverthey occur.EEP (Map 76) showsthat in
the late nineteenth century /oa)~o(0/ occurred in
the central and eastern Midlands often alongside
older /(De/. Probably the type arises partially by
analogywith ME / ou/ whichisusuallyretainedasa
diphthong in the South and in the east Midlands.
The link is made through Standard English or a
prestigedialect basedon Standard English in which
both ME phonemes were merged. The present
distribution of the upgliding diphthongs shows that
they are usual throughout the Midlands and in
Norfolk (Map 77). The fringeareaalongthe South
Coast indicates that this type is recessive in the
Home Counties. In the north Midlands the material
suggests that upgliding diphthongs are replacing
older/o:/ or /cn9/.

Within the South East ME /o:/ is usually an
upgliding diphthong with an unrounded or neutral
onset and in some dialects the first element is being
fronted with resultant pressureon the local develop-
mentsof ME /u:/ (/ettwitco/ ). Historicallythisis a
veryrecentnewcomer.EEP recordsthe / Am/ type
only in London. Standard English itself has a
rangeof forms from older conservative[00456)]
to advanced [800] though the commonest is
[9(1)].

3.46 Northern developments (Maps 79—82)

In the northern dialects OE /a:/ is mergedwith ME
/a/ lengthened in open syllables (see Maps 36—37
and discussionat 3.8-6.9).

In initial position rising diphthongs occur
throughout the northern area (Map 80) but they
appear in medial position only in southern and
central Cumberland and Westmorland and in mid
Durham and 'I‘yneside (Maps 79, 81 and 82 -
compareMaps36—37).In otherareas/19/ is found
as for ME /a:/ from other sources.Map 83 shows
the extent of the preservationof the merger between
ME /a:/ < eME /a/ lengthened in open syllables
and NME /a:/ < OE d. The contrastis strongly
preservedonly in the central areasfrom the York—
shire Dales north to the Cheviots. In the ’l‘yneside
and south Durham areas and in north Laneashire
and east Yorkshire, the retention of the merger is

minimal, a distinction having beenintroduced by the
adoption of north Midland types for ME / 02/

.

3.47 ME /o:/2 (< eME /o/ lengthened in open
syllables) (o)

In most English dialects ME /o:/ from early ME
/0/ lengthenedin open syllablesis mergedwith ME
/a:/ from other sources. However, over most of
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northern England, a distinction is made between the
two groups. lngliding diphthongs represent ME
/o:/2 in all the northern dialects except east
Northnmberland and Tyneside which have /0: ~09/,
merging with ME /o:/ from other sourcesand mid
Cumberland which has /wb/ developed from an
earlier rising diphtheng. The development of ME
/ o:/, (< CE (2)in westYorkshireandLancashire
to a similar ingliding diphtheng was clearly part of
the sameprocess.

In west Yorkshire and mid Lancashire ME /3:/3
hasdeveloped to /31/ (Map 85).59This type is only
found in those areasin which ME / 91/] becamean
ingliding diphthong in all positions. In south
Lancashire and Cheshire where ME /:i:/1 had a
positional development to an ingliding diphthong (in
dental contexts w see paragraph 3.38), MB /o:/2
appears as /o:/ and is merged with ME /:):/I in
non-dental environments.The current distribution of
forms suggeststhat the trend to ingliding diphthongs
began in the central Pennine area and affected ME
/:):/I in all positions. This change spread south to
Lincolnshire where eME /0/ had already been
lengthened and merged with ME /o:/1. The
northward spreadcoincided with the lengtheningof
eME /o/ in that area and ingliding diphthongs
resulted. In the west (south Lancashire and
Cheshire) the tendency was weaker and affected
only ME /3:/l before dentals. After ingliding diph—
thongs had begun to develop, eME / 0/ was
lengthened in west Yorkshire, Lancashire and
Cheshire. In west Yorkshire and central Lancashire
no residual [32} remained and the development was
to /01/ whereas in south Lancashire and Cheshire
[3:] remained in part and the new /3:/2 mergedwith
this remnant. If this interpretation is correct then the
emergenceof ingliding diphthongs must be seenasa
Middle English development. The present /31/ area
probably derives in part from indigenous develop—
ments and in part from linguistic diffusion (doublets
with both developments occur along the boundary
areas).

3.48 Structural relationship of ME /0:/ and ME
/3:/l (Map 86)

Thesephonemesare not mergedin Standard English
and tend to contrast in most dialects.

Examples /o:/ / o:/ ,
2 Cu 3 Brigham /l(D/ /1a~ea/
5 La 8 Ribchester /Y:/ /(D9/
5 La ll Eccleston /‘“u: ~‘“i1:/ /(Da/—»

/o:/
6 Y 31 Skelmanthorpe /(D1/ /09/
8 Db 4 Youlgreave /t-:‘“/ /"‘i'i:/—

/o:"‘/
10L 3 Keelby /u:/ /cna/
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11 Sa4 Montford /u:/ /o: /
13 Lei 10 Ullesthorpe /1+:/ /o(D/
20 C 2 Elsworth /u:/ / A(0/
21 Nf 2 Great Snoring /1+:/ /o(.o/
29 Ess5 Stisted /ii:/ / A60/
32 W 9 Whiteparish / u:/ /o:/
37 D 8 Peter 'l‘avy /Y:/ /u: ~():/

((1) Northern

The merger is as /t9/ in west Northumberland, west
Durham and east and north Yorkshire.

(1)) N()rfolk/Suffblk

The merger appearsas /(D/, i.e. ME /o:/ and ME
/o:/l have both been shortened very frequently.
There is someevidencein Suffolk of a partial merger
as /i‘i:/. Certain minimal distinctions in Norfolk
indicate merger or imminent merger. (At Gooder-
stone —-21Nf8 ~ /C0u/ < ME /o:/ and /ou/ <
ME / a:/ ,)

(c) Hampshire/Wiltshire

/u:/ occurs for both ME /o:/ and ME /:>:/,.

3.49 Structural relationship of ME /o:/I and ME
/e:/ (Map 87)

Thesearemergedas/ 19/ in south Lakeland and cast
and north Yorkshire.

3.50 Structural relationship of ME /o:/ and ME
/:i:/2 (Map 88)

ln most of the South and Midlands these two
phonemes are merged as in Standard English. A
distinction is preservedin the North and parts of the
north Midlands. In the North contrasts depend on
forms descendedfrom ME /a:/. The north Midland
developments have been discussedat 3.47. Further
south in Derhyshire and cast Staffordshirc there is
evidently an older system in which ME /3:/] is
raised to /ii:/ before denials whilst ME /:>:/3
becomes /o:~o(D/. This system is structurally
identical to the south lancashire/Cheshire sysrem
which developsME /3:/} before dentals to /Yo ~ iio/
and ME /a:/2 to /0:/.

Examples / oz/l / :i:/2
1 Nb 3 Thropton /i9/ /o:/
2 Cu 5 Hunsonby /13/ /me/
4 We 2 Patterdaie /ia/ /(D9/
5 La 9 Read /t?ia/ /m/
5 La 12 Harwood /o:/ +

/Y9/ /0: /
6 Y 9 Borrowby /19/ /m9/
6 Y 21 l-leptonstall /m 3/ /b1/
12St 6 float Cross /m:/ /om/
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ME /02/ (Medial) < OE d

'[WA~wu]

in bone, both, comb, spokes,
road

. 5 words

. 4 words

0 3 words

’ O 2 words

0 I word

1 _ _
7 Ch4 Farndon /i‘i9/ /09/ /o:/

3.51 M13/o:r/, /o:r/, /or/ (or, or, or) 10 L 9 Sc0pwick /(D9/ /(D9/ ”9/
11Sa7 All Stretton /o:r/ /oir/ /or/

Maps 89—91show the relationshipof thesethree 13Lei 3 Seagrave /o:/ /o:/ /o:/

groupsthoughthe conclusionsare tentativein view 35H64 Checkley /o:r/ /O:r/ /ar/
of the small sampleof materialavailableand the 17W8 1 Nether
likelihoodof differingME ancestraltypes. Whitacre / 01/ / oz/ / 0:/

StandardEnglishtendsto mergeall threeME 18Nth3 Little
phonemesinto a singlephoneme/ 3:/. In morecon- Harrowden /09/ /09/ / 0:/
servativetypes of StandardEnglish,a distinction 20C 1 Little
(not alwayscorrespondingto the ME distinction)is Downham /os/ /o:>/ /o:/
maintained between /ue/, / 39/ and / 32/. 21 Nf 2 Great

The dialectsshowwidelydifferingdevelopments. Snoring / 09/ / 09/ / 02/
The retentionof raisedtypesfor ME /o:r/ is gen- 23Sf5 KCFSCY /39/ /99/ /0:/
erally recessive(northernand southwestern——see 24G13 Bream /0(Dr/ /0CDr/ /0tt/
Map89). 26Bk 2 Stewkley /u:r/ /u:r/ /or/

Mergerof all three phonemesis found in south 23Herts1'I‘herfield I‘OG/ /09/ /09/
Staffordshire, north .Warwickshire and east 298835 Stisted /09/ / 09/ / 32/
Leicestershii‘eandalsoin Surrey,southKent,Sussex 31SO4 Coleford /u1r/ /0®r/ /or/
and east Hampshire. Much of the North of England /ar/

preservesa distinction between the three ME 32W 3 Avebury /uzr/ /0r/ +
phonemes as do north west Somerset, Wiltshire, /0:r/ /ar/

northDerbyshireandCheshire(Maps90—91). 34SF2 EastClandon /01‘/ /0r/ /or/
35K 1 Stoke /os/ /09/ /o:/

Examples ME ME ME 36 Co 2 Altarnum /u:r/ / uzr/ /or/
/o:r/ /o:r/ /or/ /ar/

1Nb 3 Wark /u:r/ /e:r/ /or/ 36Co 7 Mullion /ua/ /u9/ /or/
2 C115 Hunsonby /m9/ /3;/ /;,;/ 37D 7 Kennford /u:r/ /u:r/ /or/
5 La 12 Harwood /Y:r/ /o:r/ /or/ 38D0 1 Handley /o:r/ /or/ /ar/
6 Y 6 Muker /iu9/ /coe/ /or/ 39 Ha 5 Hainbledon /u:r/ /u:r/ /ar/

6 Y 18 Spofforth /a):;/ /ma/ /o:/ 40 SK1 Warnham /or/ /or/ /or/

+

+
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ME/02/(< OEa)

70—»

55..

40—

25~

10—-

85-400

84

69

54

39

24 73

ME /o:/ (< OE (I)

[uz~i‘1:~Y:]

85—100

70— 84

55- 69

40— 54

25——39

10— 24
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ME/o:/ (< OEa)
[Mm]
in bone, both, loaf, oak, oats, spokes,
toad

. 3 wogds

. 2 words

0 1 word
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ME /0:/ (< OE (2)(EB?)

[ou~3u}

Upgliding diphthongs

. Frequently 5

0 Occasionaily
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.‘A .\v"“
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ME /3:/ (< OE d) (SED)

[ou~bu~u~ou]

Upgiiding diphthongs

. 85~100‘Mainly’
Q 70—84
C 55.. 69

G 40- S4‘Frequeutly‘

o 25-—39

10— 24 ‘Occasionaliy’
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ME /o:/ (< OE d)

[au~ Au~aeu]

. 85—100‘Mainky’

. 70—84
g 55*69
C 40— 54 ‘Frequently’ 78

_
O 25~ 39

o 10— 24 ‘Occasionafly’

ME /3:/ (Media!)
Northern MB /a:/ (< OE (i)

,"r {j€~ji]
. 40~54
. 25—39

. 10—24
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ME /3:/ (Initiai)
Northern M13/a:/ (< OE (i)

[je~jx~ja]

in home, oak, oats, one

4 words

3 words

2 words

1 word

ME / o:/ (Medial)(EEP)
NorthernME /a:/ (< OE d)

0 [i3]
8 {is}
. [i9~ee]

. ‘Mainiy’

. ‘Ocasionally’
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ME /3:/ (Medial) (SED)
NorthernME /a:/ (< OE (i)

O [ia~ea]
9 {19.48}
. [ia~es~29]

. 85~100
Q 70-»84

O 55~69
o 40—54
o 25—39

Q
0 10—24

ME /o:/ (< OE d)
(NorthernME /a:/) = ME /a:/ (< ME /a/
lengthenedin open syllables)~ Preservation
of merger.

. 85—1000/0merged
. 70~ 84% merged
. 55— 69% merged
O 40— 54% merged

. 25— 39% merged

o 10—24% merged

C} No merger

[12
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ME /:):/ (< ME /0/ lengthenedin
open syllables)

{uo~99~09}

. 85—100

0 70~ 84
55.. 69

40— 54

25— 39
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/3:/ (< ME /0/ iengthenedin open
syllables)
MI

1bi~oi]

. 85—1()0°/o

ME /0:/ = /3:/

. 85~100% m Arged

O 70— 84% merged

O 55— 69% merged

0 40— 54% merged

20— 39% merged

[:1 N0 merger

O

1.14
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ME /o:/ z /1§:/

85—100%merged

70— 84% merged

55m 69% merged

40* 54% merged

20— 39% merged

No merger

j
ME /o:/ (< OE a?)aéME /o:/ (< ME /0/
lengthenedin open syllables)

. 85—100%distinct

. 70— 84% distinct

. 55— 69% distinct

.

O

40— 54% disiinct

25——39% distinct

10—-24% distinct

N0 distinction

O

.-.‘gv
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ME /o:r/

[uor~119 ~09r~ 09]

in board, door, floor, ford.

Q 4 words

[I . 3 words
at . c C 2 words
r", 0 1 word
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was

[:3 N0 distinction

. 40— 54% distinct

. 20— 39% distinct

. 70~ 84% distinct

Q 55-— 69% distinct

ME /0:r/ 73 /o:r/

. 85~100% distinct

MIDDLE liNGrLISl-l LONG VOWELS
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ME /:):r/ 75 /0r/

. 85~100%distinct
. 70- 84% distinct

. 55~ 69% distinct

40w 54% distinct

O 20— 39% distinct

1:] No distinction

sSLM

W0200
m
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NOTES

1. Mencken, 1963, pp. 463, 470.
2. Orton, 1933,para. 107.
3. A similar split in the development of ME /i: /

following/w/ is reportedfor Naunton(Glouceste1shire)
'llle development there presupposesa nietger with ME
/ 111/'lhis may alsoaccountfor the Cheshirepronunciation
but more likely it is the result of merger with ME /e:/.
Barth 1968,paras 83, 97.

4 SED records {611]from Sheffield but the usual pio—
nunciation nowadaysis [ai~a 1]though {on} maybe heard
from older working classmales.

5. Seealso Barth, 1968, para. 55 where the sound is
transcribed [001.

6. Kurath and Lowrnan, 1970, pp. 4-6 indicate that
the feature was more extensivein Lowntan’s field record-
ingsfrom 1936—37.

7. Dobson, 1968, vol. I, p. 142.

8. [8(D~ae®1areasareseparatedfrom the [11:]region
in the North by forms of the 13170]type. Within the [u:]
region there are forms showing centralised onsets
[911:~‘”u:].Theseformscanbeseenastransitionalbetween
[11:]and [are].

9. Samuels, 1972, p. 43.
10. See also Ellis, 1887, p. 427 where [at] is also

reported for north eastDerby/shire.
11. Samuels, 1972, para. 2.5.
12. The lossof final unstressedschwaand the lengthen—

ing of short vowels in open syllablesclearly had dramatic
effects on the stressand tempo of all types of English.

13. Ellis, 1889, pp. 563 ct seq.
14. Ellis, 1889, p. 43.
15. Ellis, 1889, p. 497 records [so] for ME /a:/ from

the marshland area bordering Lincolnshire (Snaith, near
Goole).

16. Ellis, 1889, p. 397.
17. Dean, 1962, para. 58, comes down in favour of

‘lraditional [191‘in all positions in north Yorkshire. He sees
1ja1 as a later importation from the north where it is
regular. This is a tenable view but if it is correct [ja] has
certainly been helped in its spread by suprasegmental
features.

18. Orton, 1933, paras. 364~371.
19 Dobson, 1968, para. 229, note 1. ‘It would fellow

of course that 1,11thesedialectsME 6;had become [e:1,ME
e [1:] and M151[911before 1450 an'd1nthe NW

Midlands

perhapsbefore 1425but sucha conclusiondos not seemto
conflict with other evidenceon dialectaldevelopments.’

20. Patehctt 1n'l‘YDS 1981,pp. 24 ct seq.
21. Dobson, 1968,para. 229.
22. 11kwall,1951,Ekwall,1956.
23. Dobson, 1968,pp. 147et seq.
24. The continuing influence of the Midland dialects

cannot be doubted. [£131< ME /a/ is a distinctly old—
fashionedtype in RI) whereit hasbeendisplacedby [a1
most likely from the central Midlands.

25. Dobson, 1968, para. 228, note 5, where spellings

are quoted showing mergersin the fifteenth century.
26. Ellis, 1889, p. 226.
27. it is possiblethat srrcalled Cockney before this date

did not re■ect typical spoken usage but rather a con~
vcntional ‘literary’ dialect.

28. Ellis, 1889, p. 226.
29. Samuels, 1972, para. 2.5.
30. Ellis, 1889, p. 80*.
31. SeeDeCarnp. 1969,pp. 355-368.
32. 111Northumbcrland there is a positional develop-

ment [ewe] appearing in final position only.

Mll)l‘)l..l?. ENGLISH LONG VOWELS

33. See SED 111.611SHEEP and Vll.3.l WEEK. In
weekthe short vowel maybe dueto the failure of lengthen—
ing of ME /i/ to ME /e:/.

34. 015.1%,(< Primitive Germanic (it) becomes e in
non~WcstSaxon dialects but remains in West Saxon. By
the late OE period it appearsto havespreadto parts of the
south Midlands and East Anglia. OE (22remains every—
where except in Kcntish where it becomes é. There was
therefore a basis for vacillation between /e:/ and /e:/ in
ME.

35. Dobson, 191’8 para. 107.
36. This [1th] type is actually recorded by SED at 18

Nth 5 occasionally and frequently at S La 12 In the
dialects of the northwest and south--wcst Midlands there
appear to be three vowels in unstressedsyllables:/1/, la /
and /G)/, whereaselsewherethere are only two: (/1/ and
/9 / ). /(D/ typically occurs in conjunction with an element
of secondarystress(eg.Cheshire{’g1indlst®n1grindstone
and [‘lcarnmam] common).It is suggestedthat [rm] and
hence [30411] arosewhen stressbeganto be shifted to the
second element eventally giving a rising diphthong. The
west Midlands has other examplesof stress-shifting.For
example, the development of OE éaw to /jaco/ in the
Cotswolds (see4.13). Also to be noted is the curious form
[■ofj flea recorded from Shropshire (and by me in
Cheshire)whichseemsto arisefrom a non-Anglian OE
fléah with shift of stress.Probably the form [[01] sheaf(<
OE scéaf)shouldalsoin partbeattributedto thisprocess.

37. Cheshire/813/ representsthe further development
of earlier /19/.

38. Ellis, 1889,pp. 55, 67.
39. See Barth, 1968, para. 78.4. The following forms

occur for Naunton dialect:

< ME /8:/ /bj/\n/ bean, /bjAst/ beast,/bjAt/ beat,
/t1np/ cheap,/t[At/ cheat,/dng8/ death,/dngd/
dead,/j/\Zl/ easy,/jA1/ heat, /jAd/ head,/j/\p/ heap,
/lj/\(l/ lead, /len/ lean, /InjAn/ mean,/1/\v/ sheaf.
< ME /a:/ /ijk/ cake, /giAm/ game, /ng1/ gaze,
/1Ak/ shake,/[j/\m/ shame,/[Av/ shave.
40. Devon representsan innovative area in the South

West and hasdone sincethe ME period. (e.g. the unround-
ing of ME /y:/ occursearlier in Devon than in the rest of
theSouthWest.)

41. Darlington, 1886, p. 40. Whether these were in free
variation or conditioned by context is uncertain. There is

no conditioning today. Perhapssome idea of the former
use of the two types can be seenin the contrasting use of
the word seam.This is /si:m/ in isolation but forms the
compound /'[cmript/ .s'eamvrz'ppedreferring to a shoe with
its solehanging loose(Cheshire).

42. The /js/ type is absentin the [jtb~j/\] areasof the
Cotswolds, though there is someoverlap along the fringes
of the area. it is very unlikely that [jcn~j/\] descendfrom
[jra] but it is quite likely that the development of rising
diphthongs from earlier [19»«1631deprived the rising diph—
thong /je/ of its function and it subsequentlyfell out of use
in these areas.

43. Ellis, 1889, pp. 424—447, gives a much clearer
picture of contrast.

44. Kokeritz takes a similar view with regard to the
Suffolk dialect, supposingthat /c:/ typesfor ME /£:/ have
been introduced directly from Standard English. Dobson
seesthe variation between/e:/ and /i:/ asthe result of the
raising of ME /s:/ to /e:/ in certain positions (Dobson,
1968, para. 106, note 3).

45. See for example Ellis, 1889, pp. 54 ct seq. (Wilt-
shire), pp. 66 et seq. (Gloucestershire). Barth, 1968,
records{jAj for bothME /c:/ andME /a:/ in somewords
(Naunton, Gloucestershire).
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46. For evidenceof the mergerin StandardEnglish see
Dobson, 1968, para. 228.

47. With the exception of Upper Calderdale.
48. Anderson, 1977, vol. 2, p. 22.
49. Dobson, 1968, para. 228.
50. A system which merges ME /a:/, ME /e:/ and

ME /ai/ as/i:/ overlies the older systemin Cheshire.
51. Ellis, 1889, pp. 248-254 gives evidence of the

merger in Cambridgeshire,Rutland and north Northamp-
tonshire.

52. Ellis, 1889, pp. 44~84.In somecasesthe merger is
only shOWnby the presenceof rising diphthongs ljm~jA]
for both ME /a:/ and ME /£:/. In isolative position /e:/
ocurs for both ME /a:/ and ME /a:/.

53. In this position merger with ME /iu/ has taken
place in someparts of westYorkshire.

54. Smith, 1961, et seq. Note especiallythe following

120

Spellings:Vol. I, p. 164 ~—boarhes(1452). Vol. III, p. 97
lezBoer/16s< OE (Scandinavian)boa‘booth’.

55. Standard Englishhas/wm/ onebut no [35]types.
56. Raising after /w/ oceurs in two, who.

57. Development of rising diphthongs is clearly a late
ME process (Brunner, 1963, para. 13D—l). The form
whom ‘home’ occurs in a ME text of the fifteenth century
in Cheshireand in wills of the Tudor period from the same
county (see Anderson, 1977, para. 3.17.1).

58. I have recorded[dilz] as a variant of a more
common [diia] door in Cheshire.

59. There is evidencefor westYorkshireat an early
date and the placenamespellingstend to suggestthat /31/
spread at a later date from the west Yorkshire area into
south Yorkshire and the Doncasterareaand north into the
Keighley area.
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Middle English Diphthongs

4.]. ME /ai/ (ail) (Maps 92, 94)

The development of a monophthong to represent
ME /ai/ is largely a northern and north Midland
developmentextendingasfar south asShropshire.In
parts of the East from south eastNorthumbcrland to
Lincolnshire the long monophthong has becomean
ingliding diphthong (see4.2). In parts of the central
Midlands, notably Staffordshire, an upgliding diph-
thong hasbeenreintroduced under the in■uenceof a
local type of Standard English. ME /ai/ has ceased
to bea diphthongin mid Oxfordshire(sec3.13for a
suggestedexplanation). No diphthongs are found in
Monmouthshire or in west Cornwall but in thesetwo
areas the long monophthong represents both ME
/ai/ and ME /a:/ andis to beattributedto the late
arrival of English in theseareas.ME /ai/ is usually a
close monophthong /i:/ (probably a further
development of /e:/) in east and south Cheshire,
north and east Staffordshire, west Derbyshire and
fringe areas of Leicestershire (Map 94). This is a
recessivetype which at the time of EEP extended
into northern Warwickshire and well into western
Leicestershire(seeMap43).

4.2 Ingliding diphthengs (Map 93)

There has been a strong tendency to develop
ingliding diphthongs to represent ME /ai/ in much
of north eastern England from south Northumber—
land to south Lincolnshire. In the North East
(Northumherland, Durham), a closer type /es~ie/
is tending to be generalisedfor ME /ai/ and for ME
/a:/.

4.3 Upgliding diplithongs (Map 95)

Although closer types occur, the major forms are of
the [til~ZBl~al] type representing retention of the
phonetic form of the ME type. Retention is ass0~
ciated with the dialects of the South and south
Midlands (together with the Upper Calder valley in
west Yorkshire and the Isle of Man). In Leicester-
shire and south Staffordshire /81/ is a relatively

recent substitution for older long monophthongs.
.For a discussionof the structural position of M13

/ai/ seeparagraphs3.12, 3.28.

4.4 ME /ou/ (on)

The developments of ME /ou/ are quite compli-
cated due to the differing origins of the phoneme
and the structural results are correspondingly com”
plex.

4.5 ME /ou/ (< 013aw) (Maps 96A-96C)

In the dialectsof northernEnglandthe unrounded
typewasretainedandmergedwith ME ,/au/ (Map
96A). This positional retention of OE (i as an
unrounded type is clearly more extensive than the
retention in isolative position (see Maps 79—82).
The presenceof /o:/ in theSouthWestis probably
due to the unrounding of ME /ou/ to ME /au/
related to the general unrounding of ME / 0/ t0
/0t/. The developmentdoesnot alwaysleadto the
merger of ME /au/ and ME / ou/ especiallyin final
position (seeMap l4).‘

In the West and South West ME /ou/ was
monophthongised and remains as such merging in

varying degrees with ME /o:/ (Map 96B). The

presenceof a front rounded vowel in Northumber-
land is due to an intrusion from Standard English.

Over most of southern England and central and
eastern areas, ME /:>u/ appears as a diphthong
(Map 96C). This may represent a retention of the
ME type but often the diphthong is the result of a
very recent south eastern phonetic innovation which
hasaffected merged ME / oz~311/.

4.6 Late ME /ou/ < eME /o:ltl/2, /ol/, /0xt/“

In these groups many dialects developed late ME
/ ou/ whicheither mergedwith ME /au/ or had a
separatedevelopment becauseME /ou/ had already
becomea monophthong.

For example:
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7 Ch ] Kingsley
ME /oxt/

/eu/ < ME /o:ld/ /o:/
ME /oi/

< ME /3u/

By contrast:
10 L 14 Lunar:

ME /oxt/
ME /3:ld/
M13 /01/
ME /3u/

/3u/ <

4.7 Structural relationship of ME /3:/ (< ()E a)
andME /ou/ (< OE aw) (Map 97)

Two broad areas of contrast are evident, a northern

w east Midland ~—East Anglian area and a south
western area centered on the Cotswolds. In fact the
Lincolnshire and East Anglian contrasts should be
seen as related most closely to the south western
type. The northern contrasts depend on the
developmentof OE riw to /au/ and in somedialects
on the retention of OE ('1'as NME /a:/‘ The
southern contrast is maximaily /u9/ versus/ou/ but
this is rarely found, the most common distinction
being /o:/ versus /3u/. The two phonemes are
tending to be merged as diphthongs for ME / 02/
spread.4Along the edgeof this merger zonethe con-
trast seemsto be /ou/ versus/ ou/ — clear evidence
of the marginal nature of the contrast in theseareas.

Examplesof contrasts
ME /o:/ ME/ou/

(NME (NME
/a:/ ) /au/ )

1 Nb 3 'I‘hropton /19/ /a:/
2 Cu 5 l-lunsonhy /19/ /o:/
3 Du 2 Ebchester /e:/ /a:/
5 La 2 Cartmel /ea/ /a:/
5 La 9 Read /C0:->/ /:>:/
5 La 12 l-larwood /Y:;/ +

/o:/ /o:/
6 Y 10 l—leimsley /19/ /:>:/
6 Y 21 l-leptonstail /(na/ / 3:/
7 Ch 4 Farndon /t‘la/ +

/o:/ /o:/
8 Db (3 Kniveton /t'1:/ mt-

/():/ /o:/
10 1.2 Swaby /6):)/ /3:/
10L 12 Sutterton /U)9/ /o(:)/
15 He 4 Checkley /o:/ /ac(n/
16 We 5 Earls Croome /o:/ /a(D/
17 W215 Aston Cantlow /O(D/ /m’o/
18 Nth 3 Little l-larrowden /o:)/ /3 (0/
21 Nf 4 Grimston /ou/ /b(v)/
22 Sf 2 Meudlesham /i'i:/ + /a6)/ +

/ /\ m/ / /\ (D/

l22

24 G] 3 Bream /oco/ /b0)/
25 O 2 SteepleAston /(Da/ / 30/
31 So 6 Stogursey /o:/ /o(n/
37 D 7 WeareGifford /o:~u:/ /o:/
38 Do 1 Handley /u:/ +

/o: / /o: /

Examplesof mergers

11 Sa6 Chirbury /0:/
12 St 7 Lapley /o(b/
13 Lei 8 Goadby /o(o~:>co/
18 Nth l Warmingham /ii(D~b(D/
20 C 2 Elsworth / MD/
29 [35$9 Tiptree / MD/
33 Berks 4 lnkpen /otD~3(D/
39 Ha 4 Alresford /oG)~a(D/

4.8 Structural relationship of ME /au/, lou/ and
late ME */:>u/ < eME /oxt/, /3:ld/, /ol/ (Maps
98A, 988)

Two major systemsarise: those dialects which have
three contrastsand thosewhich have only two as in
StandardEnglish (seeMaps 98A and 9813).The
Standard English contrast is of the 1E type and this
is very frequent in the South and in the central
Midlands. System 1A is the usual northern type
re■ecting forms which have NME /au/ as their
origin. System 18 is a transitional type found in a
band from mid Lancashire to mid Lincolnshire. It
shares the northern development of OE (7w to ME
/au/ and contrasts this phoneme with the later
secondary ME*/ou/. System 11) is intermediate
between the north Midlands system 18 and the
Standard system 1E. In this system ME /au/
becomes /o:/ but ME /ou/ (including secondary
ME */ 311/) becomes /::u/. The system requires
retention of ME /:)u/ without change.The present
concentration of the system in two relic areas indi~

catcs that it is recessivebut there is ample evidence
throughout the east Midlands that it once had a
much wider distribution. The shrinking of the system
is due to the spread of forms for ME /oxt/ which
had Ml—E/axt/ (and subsequently /auxt/), i.e.
southern types. Type 16 is marginal in the South
West and shows the merger of ME /au/, /ou/,

/oxt/ (southern /au/?) as /3:/ contrastingwith ME
/o:ld/, /01/ as /o:/.

The systemsshowing three contrastsare concen~
[rated in the North West. System 2A shows
(typically):

/o:/ < ME /au/
/o:/ < M13/ou/
/eu~ou/ < SecondaryM13*/ou/
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This suggests that ME /:>u/ was monoph-
thongised before the end of the ME period in this
area, certainly before the later ME / 311/developed.
Systems2B and 2C both representtypeswhich show
modifications in the direction of the Standardsystem
H ]E .

4.9 ME /iu/ (in)

Three typesof developmentare to be found.
(a) Retention of a diphthong in all positions.
(b) Lossof diphthong in certain contexts together

with reinterpretation of the diphthong as /j/ plus
long vowel.

(c) Lossof diphthong in all positions.

4.10 Retention of a diphthong (Map 99)

Retention of ME /iu/ as a diphthong is largely a
northern and eastern feature but the diphthong is
retained in west Monmouthshire and westCornwall.

4.11 Loss of diphthong in certain contexts (Map
100A)

The diphthong becomes a long monophthong in
most positions and is reinterpreted as /j/ + /u:/ in
remaining positions (after /n/, /t/ and sometimes
/s/ ). There is thus a partial mergerwith ME /o:/
(see 4.14 and Map 103). This accordswith the
Standard English development which looks to be
atypical of the South East region and follows rather
the central Midlands. The differences which arise
between Standard English and these dialects are
distributional,eg. manydialectsdrop /j/ after /s/
as Standard English is tending to do in certain
words. A further development which is quite wide-
spread is a tendency to affrication, /tj/ and /dj/
becoming /tI/ and /d3;/ respectively.

4.12 Loss of diphthong in all positions (Map
1008)

Map 1008 shows the areas in which ME /iu/ is no
longer a diplit‘hong.This map needsto heconsidered
in conjunction with Map 100A. /iu/ is lost in all
positions in much of Norfolk and Suffolk as well as
in a wide belt of central England from mid Stafford-
shire through Warwickshire, Northamptonshire and
Buckinghamshire to Surrey, east Sussexand Kent.
ME /iu/ appears as /Y:/ in all positions in Devon
and north Cornwall as a separate innovation. The
widespread distribution of the monophthongal type
helps to explain its presence in many types of
American English.

MIDDLElj-ZNGUSHDil’H'l‘l-iONGS

4.13 ME ltzu/ (cu)

ME /eu/ is generally mergedwith ME /iu/ but this
is not the casein Lancashireor westYorkshire (Map
101.).Here it remainsas /ecn/. In the Cotswolds,
such forms as /fja(n/ few do not show retention of
the independent phoneme but rather derive from
late Old English forms which shifted stress which
develOpedvia ME /ou/ (< OE eéw) (Map 102).
The word ewe (SED 111.6.6)is a special case and
showsstress—shiftedforms in many dialects

4.14 Structural relationship of ME /iu/ and ME
/o:/ (Map 1.03)

Most of northern England retains a contrast which
dependson the retention of ME /iu/ asa diphthong

Examples
ME /o:/ ME /iu/

1 Nb 1 Haltwhistle /19/ /111/
2 Cu 2 Abbeytown /i(n/ /ru/
3 Du 2 Ebchester /1m~j3/ /1u/
3 Du 3 Wearhead /19/ /1u/
5 La 6 Filling /u:/ /1u/
6 Y 20 Nafferton /u:/ + /1C0/ +

/18/ /ju:/
6 Y 26 Thornhill /(Dl/ /m/
7 Ch1 Kingsley /Y:/ ' /1Y/ ~/jY:/
10 L 9 Scopwick /u:/ /iu/
29 Ess4 lienham /u:/ /iu/

Over much of the South and the west Midlands
there is a partial merger with ME / 01/ and because
of the reinterpretation of the diphthong as a
sequenceof two phonemes, the /iu/ phoneme as a
structural unit is effectively lost.

4.15 Merger of ME /in/ and ME /o:/

ME /iu/ is mergedwith ME /o:/ in:
(a) North westYorkshire(as/iu/)
(1)) Norfolk andSuffolk(as/su~ii:/)
(c) Northampton, Buckinghamshire, Surrey and

Kent (as /ti:~u:/)
((1) DevonandeastCornwall(as/Y:/ )

4.16 ME /oi/, /ui/ (ME oi, ui)

Map 104 is a tentative summary of the phonemic
statusof ME /:>i~ui/ in relation to ME /i:/. There
are broadly four areasof contrast covering northern
England and east England as far as Norfolk, the
Welsh Border, the South East and the South West.
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SecondarySyxtems

1A 152m4 / 3==5

IB 1==2/ 3==4=5

1C =2==S / 3

1D 1 / 2=3=4=

1E 1W3/ 2m4=25

1F 1=2=3=4 / 5

16 1=2=3 / 4==5

2A 1 / 2 / 3:425

28 1=3 / 2=5 / 4

2C 133 / 2 / 4=5

S'lrucmralrelationship of MI

/au/, /ou/, /oxt/, /o:ld/, /01/
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Structural relau'orzshipof M[5 SecondarySystems
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. 2 words

0 1 word

in dew, few
ss-shifted forms < MI.1S“'0 /3u/ (/fjam/) 61C.

MI 4 /r u/ (< OE< ■aw)

,-V__z~~_1

,N-r

. 2 words

1 word

in dew, ewe, few

. 3 words

[8”]

ME /£u/
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ME /iu/ * /<):/

Q 70%“?merged

O 50°/o+merged

30%+ merged

E] No merger(or lessthan30%)
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ME /ai-ui/ ==/i:/
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Examplesof contrasts
/3i~ui/ /i:/

1.Nb 1 Lowick / 01/ / 81/

4 We 3 Soulby /m/ /at/
5 La 8 Ribehester /01/ /81/

5 La .12 I'Iarwood /e1/ /a:/
6 Y 9 Borrowby /:>i/ /al/
6 Y 34 Sheffield /m/ /0t1/
7 Ch 3 Swettenham / 21/ /0t1/

10 L 12 Sutterton /oi/ /0t1/

11Sa4 Montfond /bi/ / 81/
11Sa9 Chin /bl/ /a1/
18 Nth 2 Welford /or/ /0t1/

21 Nf 8 Gooderstone /3l/ / Al/

34 Sr 2 East Clandon /bl/ /0ti/

36 Co 5 Gwinear / A1/ /301/
37 D 11 Blackawton //\r/

.
/ae:/

40 Sx 3 Sutton /bl/ /31/

In most areasthe contrast relies on ME /oi/ but
probably the Devon and Cornwall type / Ai/
descendsfrom the /ui/. In theseareasit is therefore
unlikely that the development of ME /i:/ has been
via *[Ai] asin Standard English.

In Cheshireand south Lancashireand neighbour—
ing parts of Derbyshire and Staffordshire the current
type is descendedfrom ME /ni/ but is not merged
with ME /i:/."

4.17 Mergers

The presenceof a number of merger areas in the
west Midlands, the South and East Anglia has to be

seen in the light of the Standard English develop-
ment. Up till the eighteenth century a merged type

wasusual in cultivatedspeech(derivedfrom ME
/ui/ and ME /i:/ mergedat the *[A1} stage).From

MIDDLE {ENGLISH Dll’l-H‘i'lONGS

the eighteenthcentury /:>i/ cameto be reintroduced
partly through doubtlets with ME / i/ but also with
the Support of spelling conventions. The dialects
showing mergers frequently had the samedevelop—

ment as Standard English but the persistenceof the

merger is no doubt due to the support of educated
StandardEnglish up to the eighteenthcentury. Some
of the mergersrepresentedin the SED material may
be due to the developmentof ME /i:/ to /or~m/ to
merge with ME /oi/, In the south west Midlands
and in parts of the South, /w/ was developed after
/p/ and /l)/ absorbingthe first elementof the diph“
thong /ui/ and merging with MI-Ei/i:/, e.g. */puint/
> */pwi:nt/ > /print/.

Examplesof mergers

5 La 13 Bickerstaffe /0ti/
7 Ch 6 Hanmer /a1/

8 Db 6 Kniveton /0t1/

11 Sa 2 Prees /a1/

11 Sa 8 Hilton /m~ ar/

12 St 6 Hear Cross /b1/

16 W0 6 Offenham /b1/

21 Nf 5 Elmham / A1/

22 Sf 5 Kersey / 91/
29 E58 5 Stisted / 31/

39 Ha 2 Oakley / Al/

NO’I‘ES
1. Brunner, 1963, para. 13, note 7‘

2. Northern dialects: /au/ < OE aid.
3. Southerndialects: /au/ asin daughter.
4. For exampleSuffolk / A03/. On the other hand

Norfolkseemsto contrast/ou/ v /aG)/.
5. See Anderson, 1978, for a detailed discussion of this

development in relation to the dialects of the north west
Midlands.

‘6. Dobson, 1968, paras 252M263,
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5

Middle English Consonants

5.1 Consonants

The consonant system shows much less variation
than the vocalic system in all the English dialects.
There are however a few well-marked structural dif-
ferences and some distributional variations.

5.2 ME /f, s, 8/ in initial position

In Old English, voiceless and voiced consonants
were in complementary distribution, the voiced allo~
phone occurring in medial positions. In the southern
dialectsOE had voiced consonants/v, z, 5/ in initial
position. In ME, long consonants were shortened
whichbrought/f/ (< OE ff) into contrastwith /v/
in medial position. Later, final /9/ was lost resulting
in contrasts appearing in final position, e.g. life
versus live. The remaining initial contrast arose
through the borrowing of words with initial /v/ or
/z/ from French and also from the southern dialects
(e.g. vat, velch, vixen). In the southern dialects, the
development wasmuch the samein medial and final
position. In initial position, the contrast aroseby the
arrival of loanwords from French with initial /f, s/.
There appears to have been some resistanceto the
development of a contrast in initial position in some
parts of the South West (Devon, Hampshire) where
the loanwords developed initial voiced sounds by
analogy with native words. Contrasts developed in
Wiltshire, Somersetand Gloucestershire(Map 105—
108). In initial position only /8’/ occurs in the south—
ern dialectsbeing frequently simplified to /d/ before
/r/ (Maps .109—l10).

.140

5.3 Retention of /l1/ (Map 111)

/h/ is retained in four main areas, the northern
counties as far south as Westmorland and north west

‘ Yorkshire, the Isle of Man, East Anglia and in the
south western counties of Somerset (except west
Somerset), south Wiltshire and north Dorset. A
sprinkling of forms in the South East suggestsre~
introduction from StandardEnglish.

5.4 Retention of /hw/ (Map 112')

/hw/ has been voiced in all areasexcept N0rthum~
berland, north Cumberland and the Isle of Man. The
'I‘ynesideareashowsa tendency to voice.

5.5 Lossof /v/ (Map 113)

ME /v/ becomes /w/ in East Anglia and also in
east Buckinghamshire. The phenomenon is a relic
wherever it occurs but clearly the distribution areas
were continuous in the past.

5.6 Loss of /w/ (Map 114)

ME /w/ is lost by assimilation to a closeback vowel
in the west Midlands and the South West and as a
relic form in East Anglia and the South East.
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Indexof WordsUsedby ME Phoneme(with SED References)

M13 /a/
apples1V.11.8
bat 1V.7.7
cabbageV7.18
carrots V7.8
cat 111.13.8/17
cattle 111.1.3
flap Vl.14.16
rabbits 111.13.13
saddle 1.5.6
scratchingV1.1.2
shallow IV.1.5a
stack 11.7.1
tag V1.14.26

ME /a/ + /s/, /f/, /(1/
ask1X24
chaff 11.8.5
grass 11.9.1
lastVll.2.2/6
laughing V111.8.7;1X.2.14
pastV11.5.4
pasture11.1.3
path 1V.3.11
shaft 1.7.7/2; 1.9.4

ME /ar/ (includingeME /er/)
arm V1.68

arse V1.9.2
cart 1.9.3
farm 1.1.3
harvest 1.6.1
lard ”1.12.8

M13/0/
boggy 1V.1.8
cocks11.9.12
collar 1.5.3
dock 11.2.8
dog 111.13.1
fog V1169
fox 1V.5.11
frogs lV.9.6
hog 111.8.8
holly V1.1(l.9
lop Vl.12.5
pockets V1.14.15
pod V7.12
pond 1V.l.5
porridge V.7.1
stop (==stay) V1152
top and tail 11.4.3; V7.23

M131/o/ + /s/. /1'/, /13/
broth V720
coffin V111.5.7
coughing V1.82

cross VlIl.5.]4
frost V1166
loft 1.3.18
off LX213

M 15/or/
corn 11.5.1
fork 1.7.9
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forty Vll.1.14
gorse.1V.10.11
horse1.6.5
morning V11.3.10/11
north V11.6.25

ME /01/
colt 111.4.3
gold VIl.7.10
mole 1V.5.4
bowl (a: scoop)V9.9

ME /oxt/
aught (= anything) V8.16
brought V11.I.11
daughterV111.1.4/18
naught (= nothing) V11.8.14
ought lX.4.6/7

ME /u/
bull 111.1.14
bullock 111.1.16
bushes 1V.10.5
butcher 11111.1; V111.4.6
butter V5.4

cut (= castrated)111.1.15
cousins V111.1.15
dozen V11.l.10
drunk V1.13.11
duck 1V.6.14
dust V1161
hundred V11.1.15
hungry V1.14.9
must 1X.4.11
put 1X.3.3
some V.8.4
stubble 11.1.2

sun 1X.2.3
thunder V11.1.2
uncle V111.1.2

us 1X81

M15./ur/
burnt V.6.7
churn V.5.5
curds V5.8

curse V111.8.9
durst IX.4.18
furrow 11.3.1
girth 1.5.8
furze (= gorse) 1V.1(l.11
hurt V1. 13.3
Thursday V11.4.3
turd 11.1.6
turn 11.9.11; V11.5.8
worms 1V.9.1

M15./i:/
beside 1X25
five Vll.5.()
ice V11.6.12
ivy 1V.10.10
knife 1.7.18
mine 1X85
rind 111.12!)

scythe11.9.6
slide V111.7.1
spider IV.8.9
time V11.3.16
tried V111.8.4
white V. 10.7
wife V111.1.18/24
windpipe V1.65
wipe V1.53
writing.V1116!)

M15 /u:/
about V1128

cow 1.1.18; 1.3.12; 11.1.6; 111.1,}
clouds V1162
down V111.3.3/6
drowned IX.9.6
house V. 1.1
louse 1V.8.1

mouse 1V.5.1
mouth V1.5.1/2/3

ounce V1185
out 1x215
rooms V.2.4
snout 111.9.1
south V11.6.25
thousand V11.1.16
trousers V1.14.13
without V.8.10(a)

ME /a:/
Aprilvtt.3.3
bacon 11112.4
baking-board V6.5
braces V1.14.10
gable V1.1.S

gate1V.3.1/8
grave V111.5.6
harnes 1.5.6
(boot)-laccsVl. 14.25
lane IV.3.13
mates V111.4.1/2
naked Vl.13.20
spade 1.7.6
table V.8.12/14
trace—horse1.6.3

Mix:/.t—i:/(< 0127.ea, ('8)
beansV7.18
breast V1.85
lending(=- carting) 11.6.6
dead(body) V11[.5.7(a)
deaf V1.4.5
eastV11.6.25
EasterV11.4.8/9
great 1X. 1.6
head V1. 1.1
heatV1.13.6
peat 1V.4.3
reach V1715
shealll.6.3
sheath [11.4.9
steep 1V.1 .11
teacher V111.6.5



team 1.6.1
wheat 11.5.1

M13/rz:/ (< cME /e/)
break 1X.3.5
eat V1.5.11

eaves 11.7.3
knead V.6.4
meal (= flour) V.6.1
meat V.8.3
speaksV5.5
steal Vlll.7.5
tread 1V.6.8/9

wean 111.1.4

M13/1s:r/(eM13 /cr/)
1)earV1.5.9

mare 111.4.5

pears1V.11.8
swear V111.8.9

M13 /e:/
beestingsV5.10
between 1X.2.11
cheese V5.10

creep 1X.2.11
feed111.3.1;111.5.1
feet V1.10.1
field 1.1.1

geese1V.6.15
greenV. 10.7
keep 1V.6.2
needle V.10.2
niece V111.1.14
pieceV11.2.10
reel V.1(1.6

see V1.3.2
sheep111.6.1
teeth V1.5.6
three V11.1.3
weeds 11.2.1
wheel 1.9.5

M13 /e:r/
bier V111.5.9
hear V1.4.2

near 1X.2. 10
where 1X.9.7

yearV1134; V11.3.18

M13 /o:/
afternoon V11.3.11
boots 1X.8.6; V1.14.23
broom V2.14; V3.10
cool V.8.1 1
crook V3.5
do 1X.5.1
fool V11.4. 10
foot V1.10.1

goose1V.6.5
hoof 111.4.10
(bill)-hook 1V.2.6
hoop (2 tyre) 1.9.10
look 111.13.18; V111.1.23

moon V1163
pool 1.3.1; ”1.3.9
roof V. 1.2
root 111.9.2; 1V.12.1
soot V.4.6

5100111133
tooth V1.5.6

M15:/o:r/
board 1.8.8; 1.10.2/4-
door V18
■oor V.2.7
ford 1V.1.3

ME /3:/ (< OE ti)
bone V1.9.1.
both V11.2.11
clothes V1.14.19/20; V.9.7
comb V1.24
home V111.5.2
load 11.1.5; 11.6.7/8
102th.6.9

none V11.1.18
oak IV.10.2
oats 11.5.1
spoke1.9.6
toad 1V.9.7
toes 1V.10.3

ME /o:ld/
cold V1.13.17/18/19
01dV111.1.20/22

ME /9:/ (< eME /0/)
coal 1V.4.5
(over)coat V1.4.S/6
foal 111.4.1/6
hole 1V.I.6; V.3.3; V1.4.3/7
lose1X.3.1

nose V1.4.6

ME /o:r/
boar 111.8.7

core V1.11.7
hoarse V1.5.16

more V.l..17; V11.8.13

ME /ai/
ChilblainsV1.10.6
clay 1V.4.2
daisy 11.2.10
(a few) daysV11.1.19
■ail 11.8.3
hay 11.9.1;1V.6.4
nail 11.9.9; V1.7.8
play V111.6.4
rain V11.6.23
tail 111.2.2
whey V5.8

M13 /au/

awns 11.5.3
haws 1V.1 1.6
(in) law V111.1.18

saw V111.6.15
thaw V11.6.1S
straw 11.8.2

M13 /ou/
,know V11.5.2

mow 11.9.3

snow VII.6. 13
throw Vlll.7.7

MONTHS 013‘WORDS USED

M13 /iu/
blue V.10.7

grew 1X.3.9
New (Year’s Day) V11.4.8
spew V1.13.1
Sue-1V.7.6
suit V1.14.21
TuesdayV1142
tune V1.5.19
useful V. 1.16

M13 /£u/
dew V11.6.7
cwe111.6.6
few Vll.1.19; V11.8.21

M13/ 1/, /ui/
boiling V.8.6
boysV111.1.3
joiner V111.5.8
oil V.2.13/14
onion V.7.15/16
poison 1V.11.4/S
soil(= earth)V111.5.8
spoil V.7.'10
voice V1.5.17

M13,/h/
hair V1.2.1
halfpenny V11.1.15
halter 1.3.17
hammer 1.7.13
hand V1.7.1
handles 1.8.2
hare 1V.5. 10
hay 11.9.1
head V1.1.1
headlands 11.3.3
hear V1.4.2
heat 11.9.16
hedgeIV.2.1
height V1.10.9
herrings1V.9.11
hiccuping 1V.8.4
hide. V,111.7.6
holiday V111.6.3
holly 1V.10.7
hot V.6.8
hoof 111.2.8
horse 1.6.5
house V. 1.1
how (many) VIl.8.11.
hub 1.9.7
hundred V11.1.15
hurt V1.13.8

M15/hw/
what V11.S.1; V11.8.16/17
wheat [1.5.2
wheel 1.9.5
whelp 11113.4
where 1X.9.7
whey V5.8
whinny 11110.3
whip 1.5.12
whiskers V1.2.6
white V. 10.7’
whitlow V1.7.12
Whitsuntide V11.4.8
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ME /f/
faint V1.13-.7
fallow 11.1.1
farm 1.1.2/3
farmer VIII.4.7
farrow 111.8.10
fart (m break wind) V1.13.6
farthing V11.7.2
fat V.7.5
father VIII. 1.]
feed 111.3.1; 111.5.1
feet V1.10.i
fellies 1.9.9
fern 1V.10. 13
fester V1.11.8
fields 1.1.1
fifth V1125
fight [11.1.3.6
filly 111.4.2
find 1X.3.2
finger V1.7.7
fire V.3.1
first VII.2.1
fist V1.7.4
five V11.S.6
foal 111.4.1
fog VII.6.9
foot VI.10.1
forehead V1.1.7
forclock [11.4.8
ford 1V.1.3
forks 1.7.9
fortnight V11.3.2
forty V11.1.4
four V1114
fox 1V.5.11
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funnel V.9.3
furrow 11.3.1
furze (axgorse) 1V.10.11
pheasantsIV.7.8

ME /s/
Cinders V.4.3
sack 1.7.2
saddie 1.5.6
SaturdayV1145
saw(dust)1.7.17
scythe[1.9.6
second V11.2.3
see V1.3.3

seesaw V111.7.2

seven V1116

sew V.10.3
sexton V111.5.4
sight V111.2.9
silver VII.7.7
six V1115
SixpenceVII.7.4
some V.8.4

son V111.1.4
soot V.4.6
south V11.6.25

sow 111.8.6
such V1II.9.7
suck 111.7.1
suet V.7.6
suit V1.14.2"l
suits VI.14.2

sun X123

ME /6/
thatch 11.7.5/6

thawing V11.6.15
thicken V.7.7
thigh V1.9.3
thimble V. 10.9
thin 11.4.2
third V1124
thirsty V1.13.10
thirteen V11.1.11
thirty V11.1.13
thistle 11.2.2
thousand V11.1.16
thumb V1.7.6
thunder V11.6.21
’I‘tiur'sdayV11.4.3

ME /0r/
thread V.’l().2
three V11.1.3
threcpcnccV11.7.3
thresh 11.8.1
threshold V.1.12
throat V1.1.12
throw V111.7.7

ME /v/
very IV.11.S; V111.3.2
vest V1.14.9
vinegarV.7.19
voice V1.5.17

ME /w/
unt (3 mole) [V5.4

woman V111.1.6
(kindling—) wood V.4.2
wool 111.7.5
won’t 1X45



Alphabetical List.of Words Used

about 3.3
afternoon 3.32
apples2.].
April 3.7
arm 2.3

arse 2.3
ask 2.3
aught4.6
awns 2.12

bacon 3.7
baking board 3.7
bat 2.1.
beans 3.18
bear 3.31
beestings3.15
beside 3.1
between 3.15
bier 3.3 1
blue 4.9
boar 3.51
board 3.51

boggy 2.7
boiling 4.16
bone 3.37
boots 3.32
both 3.37
bowl 4.6

boys4.10
braces 3.7
breast 3.18
break 3.24
broom 3.32
broth 2.1 1
brOught4.6
bull 2.16
bullock 2.16
burst 2.19
bushes 2.16
butcher 2.16
butter 2.16

cabbage2.1
carrots 2.1
cart 2.3
cat 2.],
cattle 2.1
chaff 2.3
cheese 3.15
chilblains 4.1
churn 2.19

Cinders 5.2
clay 4.1
clothes 3.37
clouds 3.3
coal 3.47
coat 3.47
cocks 2.7
coffin 2.11
cold 4.6
collar 27
colt 4.6
comb 3.37
cool 3.32

core 3.51

corn 2.11
coughing2.11
cousins 2.16

cow 3.3

creep3.15
crook 3.32

cross 2.1 1
curds 2.19

curse 2.19
cut 2.16

daisy4.1
daughter4.6
days4.1
deaf 3.18
dead 3.18
dew 4.13
do 3.32
dock 2.7
dog 2.7
door 3.51
down 3.3
dozen 2.16
drowned 3.3
drunk 2.16
duck 2.16
dursl 2.19
dust 2.16

cast 3.18
Easter 3.18
cat 3.24

eaves 3.24

ewe 4.13

faint 5.2
fallen 5.2
farrow 5.2
farm 2.3, 5.2
farmer 5.2
fart 5.2
farming 5.2
fat 5.2
father 5.2
feed 3.15, 5.2
feet 3.15, 5.2
follies 5.2
fern 5.2
foster 5.2
few 4.13
field 3.15. 5.2
fifth 5.2
fight 5.2
filly 5.2
find 5.2
finger 5.2
fire 52
first 5.2
fist 5.2
five 3.1, 5.2
flash 4.1
flap 2.1
floor 3.51
foal 3.47, 5.2
fog 2.7,

_
.2

fool 3.32
feet 3.32, 5.2
ford 5.2
forehead 5.2
forelock 5.2
ford 3.51
forks 2.11, 5.2
fortnight 5.2
forty 2.11, 5.2
four 5.2
fox 2.7, 5.2
frogs 2.7
frost 2.11
funnel 5.2
furrow 2.19,

.
.2

furze 2.19, 5.2

gable3.7
gate 3.7

geese3.15
girth 2.19
gold 4.6
gorse 2.11

grass2.3
grave3.7
great3.18
green 3.15

goose3.32
grew 4.9

hair 5.3
halfpenny 5.3
halter 5.3
hames 3.7
hammer 5.3
handles 5.3
hare 5.3
harvest 2.3
haws 2.12

hay4.1, 5.3
head 5.3
headlands 5.3
head 3.18
hear 3.31, 5.3
heat 3.18, 5.3
hedge5.3
height 5.3
herrings 5.3
hiccuping 5.3
hide 5.3
hoarse 3.51

hog 2.7
holiday 53
hole 3.47
holly 2.7, 5.3
home 3.37
hoof 3.32, 5.3
hook 3.32

hoop 3.32
horse 2.1 1, 5.3
hot 5.3
house 3.3, 5.3
how 5.3
hub 5.3
hundred 2.16. 5.3

15.1
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hungry 2.16
hurt 2.19. 53

ice 3.1
ivy 3.1

joiner 4.16

keep3. 15
knead 3.24
knife 3. 1
know 4.4

laces 3.7
lane 3.7
hurl 2.3
last 2.3
laughing 2.3
law 2.12
leading3.18
load 3.37
loaf 3.37
loft 2.1 1
look 3.32
lop 2.7
lose 3.47
louse 3.3

mare 3.31
mates 3.7
meal 3.24
meat 3.24
mine 3.1
mole 4.6

moon 3.32

more 3.51
morning 2.11
mouse 3.3
mouth 3.3

mow 4.4
must 2.16

nail 4.1
naked 3.7
naught4.6
near 3.31
needle 3.15

new 4.9
niece 3.15

none 3.37
north 2.11

nose 3.47

oak 3.37
oats 3.37
off 2.1]
oil 4.16
old 4.6
onion 4.16
ought 4.6
ounce 3.3
out 3.3

past 2.3

pasture2.3
path 2.3
pears3.31
peat3.18
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pheasants5.2
piece3.15
play 4.1
pockets2.7
pod 2.7
poison4.16
pond 2.7
pool 3.32
porridge 2.7
put 2.16

rabbits 2.1
rain 4.1
reach 3.18
reel 3.15
rind 3.1
root 3.32

rooms 3.3
root 3.32

sack 5.2
saddle 2.1, 5.2
Saturday5.2
saw 2.12
sawdust 5.2
scratching2.1
scythe3.1, 5.2
second 5.2

see 3.1.5, 5.2

see-saw 5.2

seven 5.2

sew 5.2
sexton 5.2
shaft 2.3
shallow 2.1.
sheaf 3.18
sheath 3.18
sheep3.15
sight 5.2
silver 5.2-
six 5.2
Sixpence 5.2
slide 3.1
snout 3.3

snow 4.4
soil 4.16

some 2.16, 5.2

son 5.2
soot 3.32, 5.2
south 3.3, 5.2

sow 5.2
spade3.7
speaks3.27
spew4.9
spider 3.1
spoii 4.16
spoke 3.37
stack 2.1
steal 3.24

steep3.18
stool 3.32
stop 2.7
straw 2.12
stubble 2.16
such 5.2
suck 5.2
suet 4.9, 5.2
Suit 4.9. 5.2
suits 5.2

st1112.16,5.2

swear 3.31

table 3.7

tag 2.1
tail 4.1
teacher 3.18
team 3.18
teeth 3.15
thatch 5.2
thaw 2.12, 4.4, 5.2
thicken 5.2
thigh 5.2
thiinhle 5.2
thin 5.2
third 5.2
thirsty 5.2
thirteen 5.2
thirty 5.2
thistle 5.2
thousand 3.3, 5.2
thread 5.2
three 3.15, 5.2
threepence5.2
thresh 5.2
threshold 5.2
throat 5.2
throw 4.4, 5.2
thumb 5.2
thunder 2.16, 5.2
’l‘hursday2.19, 5.2
time 3.1
toad 3.37
toes 3.37
tooth 3.32

top and tail 2.7
trace horse 3.7
tread 3.24
tried 3.1
trousers 3.3
Tuesday4.9
tune 4.9
turd 2.1.9
turn 2.19

uncle 2.16

um (a mole) 5.6
us 2.16
useful 4.9

very 5.5
vest 5.5
vinegar5.5
voice 4.3.6, 5.5

wean 3.24
weeds 3.1.5
what 5.4
wheat 3.18, 5.4
whee13.15, 5.4
Whelp 5.4
where 3.31, 5.4
whey4.1, 5.4
whinny 5.4
whip 5.4
whiskers 5.4



White 3.1, 5.4
whil’low 5.4-
Whitsumidc 5.4
wife 3.].
wind~pipc 3.1

without 3.3
wipe. 3.1

woman 5.6
won’t 5.6
wood 5.6

wool 5.6

worms 2.19
writing 3.1

year 3.31.

INDICSiS OF WORDS 1.151311.)
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